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all is winding down with just a few hunts left for the
2020 season. It has been exciting to see the success
for many of our members this hunting season. Thank
you to those who allowed Idaho WSF to share your success on our social media!
Unfortunately, COVID-19 has continued its impact
throughout all 2020. Many of our members had to
cancel their hunts and our outfitters have seen a large
impact to their businesses. It is with deep hope we can
start to put this behind us soon and see our members
get their chance at the hunts they missed and see our
outfitters get back on track.
The board started out hoping to plan our annual event in
March as usual. We had March 6th targeted for the date.
The board strongly feels this is going to be too early to
try and pull off a live event without many restrictions and
limiting our members opportunities to meet COVID-19
regulations we will likely face. The board’s goal is to
provide a live event in 2021. We want the chance to
gather together and provide some great opportunities
for our members in a fun packed event. To top it off send
a couple members on a sheep hunt! We are going to be
monitoring things and continue to search for any opportunities to provide a live event. It is felt that our best
chances will likely be in early summer. We are, and will
continue to look for the locations offering us the best
option for a live event whether it stays an inside event, or
we have to convert it to an outside event. We will keep
you posted as things move forward through email and
our social media.
There have been positives for Idaho WSF in 2020, one of
which has been our new online store. Since I have been
involved with the board, I have heard many requests for
branded items to be available. Josh Miller is our Marketing and Membership. Josh and his committee have taken
these requests very seriously and put together some
great options for Idaho WSF branded items. The first
release of shirts and hats proved this was desired by
our membership and more is on its way. It was exciting
to see sales from all over. It has been the goal from the
board to grow this family of members from all over, not

just with in the state of Idaho. Thanks to those who got
involved and shared with us you Reppin the Idaho WSF
brand!
Get in on our Ultima Thule Dall sheep hunt raffle! Everyone knows getting a chance to hunt Dall sheep with
Ultima Thule is going to be a special opportunity. We are
preselling 500 tickets and will have 100 tickets available
for our event. Special thanks to Ultima Thule Outfitters
and Don Martin for their continuous support for “PUTTING AND KEEPING WILD SHEEP ON THE MOUNTAIN”.
As you look through the journal you will see the ads for
those who support Idaho WSF, helping provide opportunities for our members at our event and supporting
our mission. They are supporting our love and passion
for wild sheep. Remember them when purchasing a gift
for someone or just spoiling yourself; support those that
support you!
Wishing all a fun and safe holiday season,

Jim Warner
President
Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation
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Dall Sheep Epiphany
by Kody Rosen

M

y story began about three
years ago. When out hunting elk with a friend I was
run over by a truck. Luckily, after
rushing to the ER, they were able
to confirm there were no broken
bones or ruptured organs. I was
told that I would be sore and to
go home to rest. That was the last
time I remembered feeling normal.
A few weeks after the accident I
started feeling sick constantly. The
nausea created a lot of uneasiness
and got worse until it controlled
every aspect of my life. Countless
doctors and every test imaginable
produced no satisfactory answers.
During this trial I began soul
searching. This was often done on
sleepless nights. To pass the time, I
would resort to watching hunting
videos on YouTube. While watching
a Dall sheep hunt video, I had an
epiphany.

We are not
guaranteed anything
in life, including our
health. My good
health, was slipping
through my fingertips. It
was time to
think about the
dreams I had.
I took my wife to dinner the next
evening to share my thoughts with
her. I shared my health concerns,
and a Dall Sheep dream, including

the expense and time commitment.
Being the loving, supporting woman
she is, she immediately responded
“of course”. We came up with a
plan to save money, realizing that it
would take us three years.
Later a friend phoned me saying that
a Dall Sheep Hunt would be auctioned off at the Idaho Wild Sheep
Foundation Banquet. If I was really
serious, it would be a great opportunity to buy a hunt.
At the banquet, my nerves kicked
in. Will I actually win the hunt? My
3-year plan had literally become a
3-week plan - am I ready? The hunt
I had my eye on came up for bid. I
immediately raised my paddle. After
some spirited bidding, I found myself
to be the proud owner of an Alaskan Dall Sheep Hunt with Dillinger
River Outfitters (DRO)!
The next year was full of conversations about the sheep hunt. Everyone could tell how excited I was,
but also knew I was really nervous.
My health was getting worse. Life
was full of constant disappointments
from doctors and tests. No one was
able to diagnose the problem.
The clock ticked down and the hunt
got closer. I began noticing a difference in how I felt as a person. I told
my wife that I could care less if I
hunted that year. She listened to me
carefully, and at the end of my rant,
she said, “I think you are depressed”.
Keep in mind this was two months
before my ‘adventure of a lifetime’.
After hearing this I sucked up my
pride, it could be a reality. At a
doctor appointment I discovered I
was depressed! He said it could be
medicated, and I should be feeling
back to normal in a few weeks.
What a relief that was, I had about
seven weeks before leaving for

Alaska. However, my doctor warned
that at times these meds can have
an opposite effect and to be mindful of that. I accepted his diagnosis.
I began to take the meds and was
noticing a difference, but not for the
better. It came on so gradually that I
couldn’t tell exactly what was going
on.
A friend noticed that something was
off after being around me a couple
of days. I had hoped others couldn’t
tell. I was in a constant state of
panic and had no clue how to handle
it. Afterwards I got a text message
from him asking if I was OK. That
was the first time that I outwardly
expressed that I definitely was not.
It continued to get worse and my
hunt was rapidly approaching. I knew
that not only did you need to be
mentally stable to accomplish such a
hunt, you had to be mentally tough,
which I was far from.
Two weeks pre-hunt, I realized that
I was not in any state to be leaving
on the hunt of my dreams. After
talking with my wife, doctor, parents,
and friends, I concluded that I would
have to forfeit my hunt and kiss this
dream of mine good-bye. I didn’t
think there would be any possibility
of the outfitter recouping my hunt
or getting someone else to take
my spot. I would simply lose my
hunt and the money I had spent on
it. Honestly, I could not make the
phone call, so my wife volunteered
to do it. I was at work when she did.
My phone rang and I knew it was
her to telling me ‘sorry’ but showing
her support. When I answered the
phone, she was in tears. Dillinger
River Outfitters owner Aaron
DeRose had told her there was no
way he was going to let me lose this
opportunity. He said to get me better and get me up there the following year, 2020. I could not believe

my ears! Aaron DeRose will never
know how much his decision meant
to me. I will be forever grateful to
him.
I continued on the path to regain
my health. There was a new determination in me. The right medication
for my symptoms was identified. As
the symptoms got better, so did my
mind. There was constant physical
and mental progression. Every
morning, I put a sandbag in my backpack, and climbed a big canyon close
to my home. I felt more prepared
each time. I wanted to prove to
myself that despite the struggles of
the last couple of years, I still had it
in me to do hard things.
August 7th, it was time to go. I,
along with my friend Luke, were
about to board a plane to a lifetime
adventure. Emotions were flooding.
Excitement mixed with nerves, and
to be honest, a little fear
We arrived in camp after about an
hour and half flight through the Alaska Range. Dillinger River Outfitters
exceeded my expectations. We were
greeted by everyone at camp. They
all came rushing out to help with
our bags and welcome us into the
Alaska wilderness.
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I got out my spotting scope out to
look for sheep. I instantly spotted
a black bear as he milled around
for berries. We enjoyed conversations with the other hunters and
guides. That evening Aaron DeRose
and the DRO guides got everyone
together to discuss who was guiding
who and where. There were seven
hunters in camp, with plenty of land
to cover. I would be guided by Jake
Long. I could tell right away that we
would get along. He seemed to have
a good sense of humor and loves
the outdoors as much as I do. We
would be hunting up the Dillinger
River, straight out of the lodge - not
requiring us to fly anywhere. Honestly, I was a little disheartened. I had
spent the last three years gearing
myself up physically and mentally to
spend a solid 10 days in a spike camp
in the middle of nowhere. I never
imagined sleeping in a bunk house
with a fire stove heating us up at
night. Of course, I did my best to put
on a smile and trust in the outfitter.
That night Aaron came up to ensure
me that I would have the hunt of a
lifetime. He was putting me in a very
promising location.
The next morning, I awoke to rain
drops on the roof, we would not be
getting out early. I asked my guide
100 times what the plan was, and
when we were going to get out of
the lodge. He kept replying “In about

an hour”. This phrase was repeated
time and time again for the remainder of the trip and made for some
good laughs. Finally, the clouds broke,
and blue sky peeked through.

on the river bottoms, crossing the
river dozens of times, and then three
miles up the mountain, 2,500’ feet of
vertical gain. On that hike that I laid
eyes on my very first mature ram.
At first glance, this ram seemed a
We immediately hopped in the side
no brainer. He had everything; long,
by side and drove into sheep country. heavy, flared horns. I remember my
I could tell that our guide Jake want- guides keeping so calm and collected to slowly ease us into the hunt.
ed. I know now that it was because
We drove the river bottoms, eventu- of the fear of getting their hunters
ally picked a location and glassed for hopes up. At this point, it was way
hour upon hour, waiting for a mature too late for me. Both of the guides
ram to show. Unfortunately, after
made the call to get closer to be able
10-14 hours of waiting, we had only
to tell if he passed the legality tests.
seen two small rams. After sitting all
They looked to see if the ram broke
those hours, it was very clear to me
the stick test, the angle test, or if the
that that was not the style of hunting ram had reached eight years of age,
I wanted to be doing. Not what I
which they did by counting the annuli
pictured when I thought of my sheep rings on the ram’s horns. I was aware
hunt. In hindsight, I don’t know how
of these rules, but I was not aware of
smart it was, but I mentioned to Jake how serious these guides take them.
that I would very much appreciate
My balloon was completely deflated,
the full experience while I was here.
hearing them say they just could not
When I say full experience, I meant
chance that he may not be legal. This
the long grueling hikes, the spike
was frustrating, I honestly thought
camps and Mountain House meals,
on day two of the hunt, several miles
the long days of rain that will just not into the hike, it could be over. I could
stop. Honestly, I wanted to suffer a
be standing behind the ram of a
little bit. The things that make us hurt lifetime with tears and a grin. I proand work for, we appreciate more in cessed the information, tried to see
the end. When I made this comment, the positives. One was that this hunt
Jake looked at me with a smile and
was not going to end so soon. After
said “coming right up”.
hiking 10 miles that day we headed
back to the lodge. Day two was filled
We discussed the plan for the
with tough calls, long hikes, and many
following day which consisted of
laughs.
about a five-mile walk in. Two miles
At the lodge we discussed the plans.
Jake was eager to give me “the full
experience”. He explained that we
would be backpacking up the same
canyon to spend three days in the
bush. I was all about this and just
wanted not only to kill a sheep, but
to earn it.
The next day we started the trek
up. Five miles in we again saw the
big, flared ram. It was at this point

that I met my arch nemesis, “Scree”.
I got to the bottom and looked up
this chute we had to climb. It was
800-1000 feet vertically through the
scree. The moment I took my first
step I knew that this was going to
completely dismantle me and definitely humble me. Once again, I knew
what Jake was thinking, “He asked
for the full experience”. When hiking
these mountains I found that there
was no such thing as hurrying. Every
step that you take is with purpose.
After an hour of making our own
switchbacks, we finally summited
over the ridge where we were greeted with a 400-foot cliff. I no more
than caught my breath when Jake
explained that we needed to be on
a different ridge. You could see the
life completely drain out of me. We
planned our route, making sure to
steer clear of the right edge where
we could fall to our peril. Slowly we
hiked to the ridge, sat down and
took a good look around. There was

not a sheep in sight. After coming all
this way, feeling like I as at the brink
of dying, we decided the best plan
was to head right back down to a
green flat where we could set up our
camp. Not seeing sheep was disheartening enough - but the fact that
we had just packed our camp past
where we needed to, plus all the way
up the summit certainly did not help.
Day four was another beautiful day.
My spirits were high at this point,
despite not seeing a legal ram. The
feeling of pressure had not yet hit
me. I felt confident and hopeful of
success. I was smiling, literally living
my dream, hiking around the most
beautiful country. Jake received an inReach message from a guide in a different area. It read, “We have spotted
a no brainer ram. Our hunter does
not seem to think he can make it up
to him. Can your guys get it done”?
Adrenaline rushed through my veins.
I told him I would get to him, even if
that meant crawling on my hands and

knees. We rushed out of the mountains at a much quicker pace than we
had come in. To hear the words “no
brainer ram” would get any hunters
blood going.
At the lodge we excitedly packed for
a 5-day spike camp. We flew into a
landing strip camp, then hiked for a
couple hours. Every night I thought
of what the next day might bring;
heavy packs, long hikes, sore feet, and
a big old ram down.
The next morning, we hiked up the
river bottom to be down wind, as
well as directly below where the ram
had been seen bedded down the last
couple of days. The plan was to hide
and patiently wait for the ram. We
hiked up the mountain to a favorable
spot 430 yards below where the ram
was suspected to be. Waiting games
were extremely hard for me. It is
very natural for me to be aggressive
when hunting. I am sure that I made
Jake aware of the move I thought we
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should make. Jake reminded me that
although I have experience hunting,
I did not have any experience Dall
sheep hunting. It made a lot of sense
when he explained that as hard
as you work to lay eyes on a legal
ram, you have to be cautious, more
cautious then you would be on other
animals. He explained that if we get
aggressive and push this ram out of
the area, it may be the last time we
see him. If we are patient and don’t
let our presence known, even if he
doesn’t show today, we will have
another shot at him tomorrow, and
maybe even the next day. I tried to
keep a level head.
That afternoon Jake spotted a band
of rams a mile away as they were
dropping onto the hillside behind
our camp. After waiting on top of the
mountain, in the rocks and wind for
10-12 hours, we made the assumption that the ram was not going to
cooperate that day.
The next morning, we zipped open
the tent to another gorgeous bluesky sunny day. We stepped out of the
tent and instantly saw the rams from
the day before. One ram deserved

a second look. This required going
straight up the gut of this mountain,
an additional 3200 feet of vert. It was
now day six and my feet, lungs, and
legs were feeling it but this climb
could not wait. We made our way
up slowly, navigating through rocky
cliffs and loose rocks. After getting
to the top we quietly crested over
to the other side. At every little
mound from there on we peaked our
heads over the top looking for the
rams. On one of these occasions, I
could tell by Jakes’ reaction that he
had a visual. He slowly crept back.
There was a bedded ram about 300
yards directly below us. This had to
be him I thought. If it wasn’t, it was
one of the rams in his group. My first
thought was to drop off the backside,
circle around and get eyes on him.
Jake had other ideas. His fear was
that if we did that, we would potentially get caught by the ram that we
could see. If we could see him, he
could see us. That would likely blow
this band of rams out of the country.
Jake made the executive order to
again, be patient. Again, he said, “We
need to play the SMART game”. Even
though I did exactly what Jake asked,
my inner self was jumping out of my

chest. I wanted to get this show on
the road, make something happen.
For the next six hours we laid on the
back side of the summit waiting for
this small ram to make a move. The
two options we had were that the
ram would get up and feed around,
allowing us the opportunity to also
move around, or the big ram would
feed around to where we could have
a visual. In time the small ram stood
up and moved around the corner, out
of sight. I thought that in a few short
moments I would be looking at the
big guy in my scope. As we stood up,
I looked down and to my surprise,
100 yards below where that other
ram had been bedded, the big boy
was standing. It was pretty impressive
to see this ram standing in a beam
of light, looking as majestic as ever.
Jake quickly got his spotting scope
and began thoroughly inspecting the
age and curl of this ram. I decided it
would be in best to get set up with
my gun, ready for the thumbs up. I
found a perfect sniper spot. I ranged
the ram at 440 and doped the 6.5
SAUM 5 MOA. I leveled my gun and
put the ram in my cross hairs at 24
power. I can’t tell you how many
times I pulled that trigger in my
mind. I held it together though and
anxiously waited for the approval.
As the ram fed, I kept glancing at
Jake. I could see him having a hard
time keeping his spotting scope still
in the high winds. This went on for a
good five minutes, eventually the ram
moved out of sight. At this moment
the disappointment and pressure that
I dreaded flooded my body. After all
the long hikes and countless hours of
waiting, my shot was there. For the
simple reason of not getting a clear
look at him, I had to watch him walk
out of my life that night. My head was
hanging for the first time of the trip. I
instantly understood why this sheep
hunting business is so hard and can
be such an emotional roller coaster.

DRO owner Aaron DeRose warned
us of this type of scenario and even
promised us that some of us that
would experience it. I was showing my emotions and frustrations I
had promised myself that I wouldn’t
let that happen. It stung even more
when we made the call to once
again, back out and walk down the
3200 feet that we just came up a few
hours ago.
I woke up the next morning still
working on cooling off. At breakfast
we found we were out of Jet Boil
fuel and decided to leave the ram to
hike out to the air strip to restock
supplies and refresh our heads. At
the airstrip Jake showed us where
they had got a ram last year. We decided it deserved a good look over.
The mountain range that we wanted
to look at was 4-5 miles up the river
bottoms, but seemed to be an easy
leisure walk. I have to admit that this
day was needed. We had not stopped
since we got here. We had gone up
hill after hill, completely exhausting
ourselves. Day seven turned out to
be somewhat of a rest day, which we
honestly needed for the next three
days.
That evening DRO owner, Aaron,
flew in another guide, Jordan, to
provide an extra set of eyes to help
spot and judge sheep. Aaron was
sparing no effort to ensure my best
chance at a ram. When he landed, we
showed him a video of the ram from
the day before. He replied, “Jake, you
need to get a second look at that
ram”. The look on Aarons face said
it all.
The next morning, we saw three
rams crossing the face close to the
summit. These rams bedded in a
great location. We would be able
to stalk hidden until we were 150200 yards above them. Even though
my heels were hamburger and my

legs felt like Jell-O, I knew that we
were in for another 3200 feet of
mountain. I had a whole new level of
determination. It was day eight! The
pressure was officially on. Certainly,
if we played our cards right, this ram
would be coming home to Idaho
with me. For the next four hours we
slowly, surely, made our way to the
top. Once on top it was game time.
All we had to do was move across
the top of the skyline for a few
hundred yards and come over the
top of the summit. If we were able
to do this we would be 150 yards
above them, giving us all the time in
the world to confirm he was legal
and make a good shot. As we crawled
over the top we noticed that there
was no way to gain a visual on the
ram. He was tucked away in such a
tight and little crevice that we would
certainly be way to close by the time
he would show. Jake said it would
be best to walk our tracks back 300
yards to the ridge that we just came
up. These rams, of course, were in no
hurry to go anywhere. By then, I was
getting pretty used to this waiting
game. It was six hours before they
stood up.
We positioned ourselves in a perfect spot for when the rams would
get up and start feeding. My heart
jumped out of my chest with excitement as the rams got up and
moved into a position that I could
get a shot. I silently, slowly crawled
to my gun, which had been previously positioned. They were 520 yards
away. I knew I could make this shot.
I consistently shoot 600 plus yards
and felt very confident that my shot
placement would be adequate and
on point. I sat there, I took deep
breaths, resting my cross hairs on
the front shoulder of the ram. At this
point I could not take my eyes from
my scope. I was concentrating on
calming nerves. Was he actually legal?
I heard whispering. Jake asked Jordan

“Do you see that?” Jordan replied
“Yes, I see that”. When I heard these
words, my heart began to pound.
Were they confirming that he was
not a legal ram, or were they finally
able to see that 8th ring? Someone
whispered my name. I looked to
see Jake, with the biggest smile on
his face, gave me the long-awaited
thumbs up.
For the 10 minutes that they were
looking at him, I was dead solid,
completely ready to make the shot.
As soon as the thumbs up was given
it got real. The shakes came in full
force. As I sat there trying to settle in
and rest the cross hairs on this ram,
I could not calm myself. After almost
punching the trigger twice, I pulled
myself away from the gun. I took a
few seconds to completely wrap my
mind around the importance of this
shot. I could hear Jake to the side of
me asking me if I was comfortable
with this shot. He assured me we
could get a little closer. I knew that
I could pull this off, I was just letting
the pressure consume me. I once
again settled in behind the gun. I
confirmed everything was right, 7.5
MOA, bubble level good, gun secured,
safety off. I rested the cross hairs on
his left front shoulder and gave the
trigger a nice steady squeeze.

It was at
that moment
that every bit of
preparation
before and during
the hunt
came full circle.
I instantly heard the slap of a bullet hitting flesh. My nerves calmed,
knowing that I had made a good hit
on the ram; a couple of follow up
shots to finish the job and it was
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done. As I realized what had just
happened, a mixture of emotions
completely consumed me. At first a
grin from ear to ear appeared, quickly turning to tears rolling down my
face. As I had watched sheep hunts
and saw the emotional experience
it was to so many of these guys, I always wondered how that would feel.
A feeling of relief came over me. For
the last three years I have pictured
this moment over 100 times in my
head, trying to imagine how it would
feel. It felt 10 times better than I had
ever imagined.
I thought of all the things that I
had gone through in this journey.
The health and mental problems,
the 5 A.M. training, the countless
conversations, the nervousness,
the doubt, the excitement, and the
hope. I thought of the last eight days,
tromping up and down mountains
for countless miles with two of the
best dudes I could have asked for. I
thought of the frustrating calls and
mixed emotions about hunting styles.
I thought of the support that I had
back home from my many friends
and family who were all anxiously
waiting for the words BRD (Big Ram
Down). It was done. I have completed a lifelong dream. I can even say
I worked for it and earned it. The
three of us on top of that mountain
immediately hugged and thanked
each other. When you go through
this type of a hunt with someone,
you gain a special bond. Eight days
before this I had never met my guide,

Jake, and now I will forever call him
my friend.
I couldn’t wait any longer. I had to
put my hands on this ram! As we
approached him, all of our jaws
dropped. Although he looked good
from 520 yards away, we never expected to walk up on what we saw.
This ram was not eight years old; he
was eleven. Not only did he meet
the legal age limits, but he was most
definitely full curl and carried his
mass out through all 37” of his horn.
I reached down and grabbed him. I
soaked it all in. I asked that we take
countless pictures. I never wanted
to forget this moment. This was a
moment that I anticipate sharing
with my kids and grandkids later in
life. This story will go down as one
of the many highlights of my life and
I had to capture it.
As we looked out, we could see the
rain coming in, but with the rain
was one of the most spectacular
views we could ask for, a rainbow
appeared. This rainbow was not like
the rainbows that I was used to seeing back home. It was a three-quarter circle rainbow. It presented the
absolute best back drop for pictures.
I was so grateful for that. Earlier in
the hunt one of the pilots made the
comment to me that he felt that
when a rainbow appears, it is God
telling us how much he loves us. I
felt Gods love that day for sure. I
will never take this day or experience for granted.

Dillinger River Outfitters
Alaska Big Game Hunts
www.dillingerriveroutfitters.com

OBSKURA was born out
of the vast experience and
insight Kryptek gained through
the U.S. Army Camo Improvement
Effort and development efforts with
other Foreign Militaries. In summary,
the macro-pattern of Kryptek’s original
family of patterns became the micro-pattern
for OBSKURA, and elements inspired by the
extensively proven Tiger Stripe Camo became
the macro-pattern.
Effective worldwide with multi-environment
flexibility, Kryptek OBSKURA dynamically
breaks-up the user’s outline for a lower
probability of detection, and improves
effectiveness of concealment at longer
ranges with bolder, well-defined edges that
cause abrupt transitions between colors and
a multi-directional flow.
Only at www.KRYPTEK.com

We Start with
your rifle. . .
What is the accurizer service?
Our Accurizer Service is a proven method for maximizing the ballistic performance of your rifle. It’s
intended to transform your hunting rifle into a long-range shooting system enabling you to
confidently and consistently harvest game at extended ranges. We regularly Accurize a variety of
makes and models of rifles including Remington, Winchester, Browning, Christensen Arms, Ruger,
Tikka, Nosler, Weatherby – even AR and tactical platforms.
1. Professional Scope Mount: Our Long-Range Technicians (LRT’s) carefully affix your optic using
professional-grade tools and techniques, ensuring proper torque of rings and bases, lapping when
necessary, to include a precision level.

The Accurizer
Service
Transform your hunting rifle into a long-range shooting system enabling you to confidently
and consistently harvest game at extended ranges.

TURRET

Using the data collected we then create a
custom drag profile based on your bullet’s
actual measured performance. This profile is
then perfected by our proprietary software
program before we laser etch your custom
yardage turret featuring our patented
wind-hold technology.

SCOPE MOUNT
Our Long-Range Technicians will professionally mount
your new Huskemaw scope using the proper tools and
techniques including proper torque specs and level

2. Barrel Break-In (Seasoning): We skip this step if your rifle’s been shot or the barrel properly
seasoned. Barrel break-in is a systematic process using bore paste to remove or soften
imperfections in the barrel left behind by the machining process (all barrels have imperfections –
this is normal). This helps ensure your barrel is ready for the next phase.
3. Load Development: Our LRT’s test various bullet types, weights and brands to find the
load/bullet that shoots best through your barrel. The importance of this step cannot be overstated!
Too often hunters force feed a particular bullet into a gun based on nothing more than an article
they read or the recommendation of a friend. But because every barrel is inherently different, they
will tolerate ammunition in their own way. Simply put, we don’t tell your gun what to shoot, we let
your rifle tell us what it prefers. Although most production rifles are marketed as 1 MOA shooters,
we’ve had great success exceeding manufacturer’s specifications (many times 1/2MOA or better).
Our end goal here is to maximize the ballistic performance of your system.
4. Data Collection: Ballistic and environmental data is needed to create your custom yardage
turret. To collect valid data, we shoot your rifle at short, medium and long ranges (generally 200,
500 and 1,000 yards). We collect ballistic data such as muzzle velocity, as chronographed by our
LRT’s, and click value data. We also collect environmental data from the day we shoot your gun to
include elevation, temperature, barometric pressure and humidity.
The data we collect is then entered into our proprietary ballistic program which creates a custom
drag model for your bullet. Our computer then laser etches your custom Huskemaw dual-stack
yardage turret based on that drag model. Each Huskemaw turret we make is as unique as a
fingerprint. Your turret will be specifically calibrated to your bullet’s distinctive performance
characteristics.
In the end, your individual rifle will be transformed into a comprehensive long-range shooting
system that will enable you to repeatably harvest big game at extended ranges. Like a finely tuned
machine, your long-range system will shoot with remarkable accuracy and be simple and easy to
use. No more laminated cards taped to your stock, no more fumbling with ballistic calculators in
the moment of truth. Simply RANGE, DIAL and SHOOT and NEVER MISS AGAIN! That’s the Huskemaw
Advantage!

PRO DEALER

PRO DEALER

LOAD
DEVELOPMENT
DATA

Once we have the ammo that shoots best through your
rifle we shoot your rifle at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards
to collect the ballistic and environmental data
necessary to create your custom turret

The Best Of The West Arizona
1661 N. 94th Street | Mesa, AZ 85207
(480) 682-7763
bestofthewestarizona@gmail.com
www.bestofthewestarizona.com

Our Tech’s will shoot your rifle and test various ammunition
types, weights and manufacturers until we find the right
combination preferred by your barrel

ALL Life and Centennial Members present at the banquet
will be entered to win this raffle valued at $55,000.00. No
purchase necessary but you MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN.
Winner will be drawn at the 36th Annual Idaho Wild Sheep
Banquet and Fundraiser.
Life Members present will receive one entry and Centennial Members present will receive three entries. Life and
Centennial Memberships can be purchased now through
the banquet. Current Life Members can upgrade to a Centennial Membership.
Dates to be finalized with outfitter.
Winner of this hunt will have a legit opportunity at a 170”
class ram.

Clay Lancaster
E-mail: Claykris@gmail.com
Phone: 250-263-7778
Instagram: claylancaster_300
Facebook: Clay Lancaster or Rockstompers

Accommodations are included.
Not included:
Flights to and from Hermosillo Sonora, Mexico
Tips/Gratuities
Hotels before and after the hunt.
Crating, shipping and CITES for trophy: $1,200 to $1,300
subject to changes per US Fish and Wildlife.
Additional hunters or non hunters if arranged with
outfitter.
Additional animal trophy fees if arranged with outfitter.

MEMBER PROMOTION
Membership Dues

are

Tax Deductible

Dues will be increasing on January 19, 2021

Renew or upgrade now at the current rates

Life
E x i s t i ng L i f e

Payment Plans
membership

upgrade to

N e w C e n t e nn i a l

$45/ m on t h

fo r

12

m on t h s

C e n t e nn i a l $87.50/ m on t h

membership

$130/ m on t h

fo r

fo r

12

12

m on t h s

m on t h s

New or Renewing Annual Membership $35 (membership only)
New or Renewing Annual Membership with mug $55 + 1 ticket into YETI drawing
New Life Membership $500 (includes mug + 2 tickets into YETI drawing)
Existing Life Members upgrade to Centennial $1,000 (includes mug + 3 tickets into drawing)
New Centennial membership $1,500 (includes mug + 3 tickets into YETI drawing)

www.idahowildsheep.org

After getting settled in, we headed out to look for some
sheep. Our main means of transportation for the hunt
was a Polaris Ranger. We spent the first afternoon riding
up and down the rocky mountain roads, stopping to glass
in the hopes of spotting a monster. We saw a few good
rams that first day but didn’t spot any shooters within
a reasonable distance until just before sunset. With a
good plan for the next day, we returned to the lodge for
supper. That night was a typical restless night. I’ve spent
my life dreaming of the hunts to come and the animals
I’ll encounter. This night would be no different; tossing
and turning while every imaginable scenario replayed
endlessly in my mind. To me, hunting has never been a
hobby; it’s something that is just as much a part of me
as the blood in my veins. The challenge of hunting an
animal that has spent millennia evolving and honing its
senses to avoid predators draws me in and won’t let go.
It’s the feeling inside when it comes down to you, them,
and your heartbeat. Is this addiction a disease or a primal
instinct that cannot be controlled? I’m not sure, but it
is something that defines me and will be a part of me
throughout all of my days.

T he D e finition of ‘Hu n t of a Lifetime’
by Steve Covington

W

hat is the hunt of a lifetime? I can’t answer that for everyone, but I can tell you
about mine. The story begins when I was
lucky enough to win an Aoudad hunt at the HE Sproul
Ranch in Ft Davis, Texas through the Idaho WSF. After
a nine-hour drive across our home state, Bryce (my
fifteen-year-old son) and I arrived at the ranch. There’s
no country in Texas more beautiful than the Davis
Mountains. Just being there makes you feel that you’ve
stepped a century back in time or like you’re a son of
Katie Elder coming home. The ranch and all the hunts
are run by the owner, Roy Hurley, and his son, Hunter.
As soon as we met them, we knew it was going to be
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a great experience. When you can meet someone new
and within minutes be talking to them like you’ve known
them for twenty years, you know you’re in the right
spot. After our introductions and a few stories, we were
shown to our room. The accommodations on the ranch
are amazing. The rooms are great with comfortable beds
and hot showers; housekeeping comes in while hunters
are out on the mountain, and everything is made up and
ready for the evening. It was a far cry from what we’re
used to, like the usual digging and clearing out of rocks
to set up your tent, only to figure out in the dead of the
night that you missed a couple.

When morning finally came, I found myself watching the
clock on the counter, waiting for the alarm to go off. After rustling Bryce out of bed and grabbing some breakfast, we were ready to head out. The weather was nice
with temps in the high 40s with a light breeze. It wasn’t
long until we spotted a group of sheep that contained a
shooter. I set up on my sticks while everyone watched
through their binoculars, hoping he’d present me with
a shot. The only problem was that when the old ram
came broadside with a clear shooting lane, only three
of the four of us could see him. The genius with the gun
couldn’t pick the shooter out of the herd through his
scope. I’ve had a few experiences like this before “as
the spotter”, so I knew what everyone was thinking as I
fumbled around, manically trying to find him. I heard Roy
say, “that’s it, he’s gone” as the herd made its way over
the top and out of sight. It leaves an unsettling feeling in
your stomach when something like that happens but it’s
a far better outcome than shooting the wrong animal.
With that, we were on to the next one. After lunch, we
headed out to a different mountain. We weren’t in very
deep when we spotted a fairly large herd with a couple
of shooters in it. The plan was as always: get within range
without being seen or winded. We were able to make

it to a group of large rocks with a good vantage point.
The sheep were on the side of the mountain facing us,
but there were a couple of issues. I had about a 300-yard
shot from a rock that I couldn’t get a good rest on, plus
a ten to fifteen mile an hour cross wind. Looking through
my scope, I felt that I could make the shot, but I still had
a feeling that it wasn’t right, and we should get a better
set up. Roy and I made our way around the rock using
the shadows to our advantage, but to no avail. With the
first step around the rock, the sheep caught a glimpse
of us and headed out like a bolt of lightning. Then came
those words that I’d hoped I wouldn’t hear again from
Roy: “They’re gone.’
We made our way back to the quad and had a drink
of water; then we set out around the mountain to see
if we’d be lucky enough to find another shooter. Not
too long into it, we saw a herd of sheep on a mountain
ahead. First spotted at 1700 yards, we moved up to a
better vantage point at around 700 yards. It’s here we
got a good look at them and soon, through my binoculars, I saw something familiar. It was the ram I had been
dreaming about for the last three months. The old one
with heavy mass, wide curls, and length. It was him; we
had to find a way. Roy and Hunter quickly came up with
a plan of attack. There was no way to go straight at them.
The sheep were in the shade of the mountain with the
sun shining in our face and a fairly unfavorable wind. We
decided to leave Hunter and Bryce where we were to
spot for us. Roy and I would hop on the machine and
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make our way around the mountain to the top of the finger they were grazing and make our way down to them
with hopes of getting in range. As we headed around the
mountain, I couldn’t help but think to myself that when
we get to that finger the wind will be perfect, the sun is
perfect, the shot angle will
be perfect, there’s no way
this is actually happening
like this. When we finally
got to the top, I tried to get
all the thoughts out of my
mind. I just told myself: you
know what you’re doing,
Roy knows what he’s doing,
just quit thinking about it
and go do it. Off we went,
following the ridge line of
the finger, with Bryce and
Hunter on the radio giving
us updates on the sheep’s
movement and location in
relation to us. Roy used
a simple pop up Aoudad
decoy that he had made for
archery hunting. As he held
it on his shooting sticks, I
followed directly behind
just praying that we were
going to be able to close the
700 to 800-yard distance to get within shooting range
without blowing the whole herd out of there. As we got
closer, we continually slowed and stopped as Hunter
gave us directions. The last time we stopped, Hunter had
judged the group of five rams to be 100 yards ahead of
us, and just far enough below us that we weren’t able to
see them. We stood and waited for a moment, and as
we started to take a step, we spotted one of the smaller
rams staring straight at us from 65 yards away. To his left,
and 10 yards further ahead, was the ram we were after.
His head was down and he was facing away. There is no
doubt that the decoy saved us. As Roy sat up the sticks,
he held the decoy up. I stepped forward and got my gun
on the sticks and set my footing. Looking at the monster
ram from the back, as he was walking away, was breathtaking. They always look bigger from the back, but this
old guy was huge. As I clicked my gun off of safety, I’m
surprised I didn’t spook the rams with the sound of my
heartbeat. He was walking completely straight away from

me. With the crosshairs on his tail, my only hope was
that he would turn enough for me to get a shot before
he stepped over the edge, out of sight, walking out of our
lives forever. By grace, before he stepped down, he took
a step left giving me a hard-quartering shot that I didn’t
hesitate to take. As the muzzle brake on the front of my
.270 let out a loud crack he
lunged forward and rocked
back on his hind quarters, hit
hard, but then craziness happened. The sound of the shot
had spooked all the ewes, but
when the smaller rams saw
that the dominant one was
injured, they took advantage
of the situation. They attacked
him, slamming their horns
into him, making sure he was
down for good. The biggest
of the younger rams then
hooked his horn around the
old ram’s neck and drug him
300 yards down the mountain and off the side of a small
cliff. Roy and I couldn’t keep
up to see what was going on,
however, we were listening
to a yelled explanation of the
current events over the radio as we ran down the mountain. We made our way to a 30’ cliff above the rams. We
had to lean over the edge to actually see them. The monster ram lay dead with four others standing around him
to make sure he had nothing left. We were able to get
a good video of them standing around him before they
realized we were so close and busted out of there. We
made it down to the ram; he was amazing! With heavy
mass and a length of 34-7/8”, he was an absolute monster; the trophy of a lifetime, a crowning achievement for
any hunter. It took a few minutes of sitting with the ram,
replaying every second in my mind, to realize what exactly had just gone down. Being able to put my hands on
such a magnificent animal was a spectacular moment that
I’ll never forget. As I got back to my feet, we quickly took
some pictures and got to work. The other sheep hadn’t
helped us out by dragging him to the bottom, as the sun
was beginning to sink below the mountain.

H.E. Sproul Ranch
www.sproulranch.com
EST. 1886

Come hunt our top 5 species of far west Texas!!!
Contact Roy Hurley: 1 (432) 244-9221
rhurley@sproulranch.com

After a hunt and pack out like we had, a good night’s
sleep was a little easier to obtain. The next morning we
headed out to see if we could get on a good one for
Bryce. The adventure that ensued is a story unto itself. I
can tell you that it left nothing to be desired, and on his
second day he shot a giant 32” ram. I couldn’t have been
more excited and happier for him. I’ve been blessed to
have four children who share in my love of the outdoors. We’ve spent years climbing mountains and busting through brush, making some of the best memories a
person could have. Over the years, I’ve learned there’s
no one that can irritate me more than my kids on the
side of a mountain; and I’ve learned there’s no one on
Earth that I’d rather have by my side.

LOGAN YOUNG | 406.595.6583
JESSIE YOUNG | 403.813.8589
MIDNIGHTSUNOUTFITTING@GMAIL.COM

Being able to hunt with
them and see the excitement
and joy in their eyes is
something that will never be
taken for granted. It defines what
a hunt of a lifetime is for me.
Being guided on this hunt by a father and son that share
the same bond and values was a privilege that we were
lucky to have. The hunt is over, but the memories are
forever.

Dedicated to serving and supporting
the construction industry

• Construction law
• Government contracts
• Litigation and alternative dispute resolution

950 West Bannock Street, Suite 490 • Boise, Idaho 83702 • T: 208-472-0066 • F: 208-472-0067
meulemanlaw.com

OFFERING WORLD-CLASS HORSEBACK, BACKPACK AND FLOATS TRIPS FOR FANNIN SHEEP, ALASKAN/YUKON MOOSE,
BARREN GROUND CARIBOU, MOUNTAIN CARIBOU, MOUNTAIN GRIZZLY, WOLF AND WOLVERINE.
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TEN MILE
C AN Y O N
UPDATE

o f w h at g e a r

should

be.

Frances Cassirer, Wildlife
Research Biologist, Idaho
Department of Fish and Game
In 2018, the Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation was awarded
a challenge grant from the Idaho Department of Fish and
Game (IDFG) to help protect nearly 3,000 acres at Ten
Mile Canyon along the Snake River south of Lewiston.
This area contains important lamb-rearing and yearround habitat for bighorn sheep in Unit 11. While the
property was mostly undeveloped, a two track road to
the river had been paved, two dwellings constructed on
the property, and much of the riverfront had been subdivided. See the article by Mike Schlegel in the Spring 2019
issue of the Idaho Wild Sheep Journal for more details.

Kryptek has crossed the boundaries where other
companies have stopped. A complete apparel line
designed and tailored for the extreme hunter who
demands the best. If you require your gear to keep
up with you and go where other gear can’t, then
Kryptek Altitude is your solution.
EXCLUSIVELY AT KRYPTEK.COM

very interested in enhancing habitat for sheep and other
wildlife on the property and, with the protections now
in place, this land should continue to provide important
habitat for wild sheep forever. In the future there may
even be opportunities for Idaho WSF to continue to
help IDFG and the landowner with improving the habitat
through removal of old fences and vegetation restoration. This is a big win for wild sheep in Hells Canyon.
Thanks to Idaho WSF for being an important part of it.

Western Rivers Conservancy, an Oregon river conservation group, purchased the property in 2018 with the
intention of working with IDFG to put a conservation
easement on it. This type of easement differs from the
typical real estate easement. This particular easement
was designed to restrict development and prohibit
domestic sheep and goats on the property. Once the
easement was in place, Western Rivers would sell the
property to a conservation-minded individual. Idaho
WSF matched the IDFG grant with $10,000 to go towards the easement (the cost of which was largely the
purchase of the development rights). Over the next two
years, the conservation restrictions were developed,
baseline conditions were documented, and the easement
was legally placed on the property.
This summer the property was sold. The new owner is
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIGHORN SHEEP HUNT UNITS 37 AND 37A
TAG AND HARVEST DATA

IDAHO WSF CONSERVATION
by Mike Schlegel, Idaho WSF Conservation Committee
Allotment Buy-Outs and Conversions:
In addition to the Risk of Contact (ROC) Model for
separating domestic sheep and goats from bighorn sheep,
allotment buy-outs and allotment conversions are also
providing positive results. Idaho WSF, in conjunction
with the National Wildlife Federation, have identified
key allotments for this program. Domestic sheep operators on public and private land are contacted regarding
the disease issue between domestic sheep and bighorn
sheep. Options discussed include allotment buy-outs and
conversions. Buy-outs involve paying the operator to terminate grazing, plus an agreement to retire the allotment
from domestic sheep/goat grazing. Allotment conversions
involve providing financial assistance to the operator for
converting from grazing domestic sheep to cattle. Since
2016 IDWSF has contributed $125,000, partnering with
the National Wildlife Federation.
Bighorn sheep populations in Game Management Units
37 and 37A have benefited from this program. The
bighorn population has increased in numbers and distribution, allowing for an increase in permits and harvest. As
seen in the table below, permit numbers have increased
from three in 2000, to 13 in 2019. In addition, the harvest
has increased from three to 14.
In addition, we were working with Brian Bean, Lava Lake
Land and Livestock Inc. on two critical allotments, Park

Creek and North Fork. Before we negotiated an agreement with Mr. Bean, he relinquished grazing on four
allotments, including Park Creek and North Fork, working with the Western Habitat Conservation Fund. This is
a major benefit for bighorn sheep.
As a sportsman driven organization focused on bighorn
recovery and expansion into former ranges, Idaho WSF
very much appreciates and applauds Mr. Bean.

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Unit 37
Unit 37		
Unit 37A		
Unit 37AL		
Total
Tags Harvest Tags Harvest
Tags
Harvest		
Tags
Harvest		
Tags
3
3										3
2
2										2
2
2										2
2
1										2
2
1										2
2
2				1
1					3
2
2				1
1					3
3
3				1
0					4
3
2				1
1					4
3
3				2
2					5
3
3				2
1					5
6
5				2
2					8
6
5				2
2					8
6
4*				2
2					8
6
7*				2
2					8
6
5				2
0					8
6
7*				2
3					8
4
4**
4
4		
2
2					
10
4
6***
4
3		
2
2					
10
5
6**
5
5		
2
2		
1
1		
13
5		 5			2				1		13

Harvest
3
2
2
1
1
3
3
3
3
5
4
7
7
6
9
5
10
10
11
14

*Includes Auction Tag Harvest 						
**Includes Lottery Tag Harvest - Unit 37 hunt dates split				
***Includes Auction & Lottery Tag Harvest
Bighorn sheep telemetry locations on the 10-Mile Ranch property				

Small Flock Project: The WSF chapters in Idaho, Oregon
and Washington are jointly funding a program through
the Asotin County Conservation District, to sample domestic sheep and goats on small parcels of land in and/or
adjacent to bighorn sheep habitat for Mycoplasma. This
is a voluntary program for the property owners. If they
are willing to participate, their sheep/goats are tested for
Movi. During this process, the disease issue with bighorn sheep is explained. To date, 484 small flock animals
have been tested, 121 sheep and 363 goats. This testing
identified 56 positives for Movi, 388 negatives, 27 potentially pending positive, and 13 undetermined. Also, to date,
most testing has been done in or near the Hells Canyon
area. Plans are underway to expand into outlying areas.
The Idaho Department of Fish and Game is conducting
a similar program in the Challis area. Idaho WSF will be
working with IDFG to enhance and expand this program.
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1 0 - D AY A L A S K A
DALL SHEEP HUNT

D O N ’ T MIS S THIS OPPORTUNITY FOR A CHANCE TO HUNT
D A L L S H E E P W I T H U LT I M A T H U L E O U T F I T T E R S I N 2 0 2 1

FAILURE
IS NOT
AN OPTION

10-day 1x1 Dall Sheep Hunt with Ultima Thule Outfitters. Hunt dates to be finalized with the outfitter for the end of August
to early September, 2021. Included in this hunt: Food and lodging at Ultima Thule Lodge; 1x1 guide service; all flying during
the course of the hunt; transportation via Anchorage or Valdez; costs of National Park charges.

Our optics are built to take a beating.
While others warranty failure, we
guarantee performance for life.

Not included: Transportation to and from Alaska; housing and food before and after hunt; tags and licenses; tips for the staff
and guides; any costs incurred by hunter due to delays in getting to or leaving the lodge that are beyond Ultima Thule
Outfitters control.

#LEUPOLDCORE

Tickets are $100 each. No limit to number purchased. Need not be present to win. Additional rules apply.

Purchase online at www.idahowildsheep.org

successful bighorn sheep hunt draw
at age 12, and now it was my turn.
As I arrived a couple days before
the opening of the sheep season, I
spent the day, along with professional
photographer Jordan Budd, checking
our equipment and backpacks for
weight. This hunt promised to have
mountains much more rugged and
challenging than previous hunts. Because of this, I had been working out
daily to be in top physical condition
(sheep shape), and I felt that I was
ready for anything.

I had counted down
the days to this
hunt like a child
marking off the days
until Christmas.

It’s Always Better to
L u ck y t h a n G ood

be

by Julie Chapman

T

he landscape changed with
every mile as we traveled
the long arduous journey
from the woodlands, hills, and corn
fields of Southern Indiana. After day
three of the drive to Idaho’s majestic mountains and sparkling trout
streams, I offered a blessing before
a meal, and again realized how much
God had blessed me. Not only for
safe passage and for holding a bighorn sheep tag in such a special state
like Idaho, but I was getting to share
this experience with my 73 year old
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Dad. The once athletic hunter and
mentor now has heart issues, and a
lot of old school ideals. One philosophy of his I subscribe to is that
significant events in one’s life, such
as my son’s game winning home run,
my daughters first whitetail buck, or
an epic bighorn sheep hunt, should
be shared with someone that loves
and cares about you and your life’s
special moments.
As the road finally changed to
endless winding curves through

the mountain ranges and snaked
along the crystal clear mountain
streams, I marveled at the awesome
and vast beauty. As we approached
the Sawtooth Mountain Range, we
soon found ourselves, I joked, in
true wilderness, defined by a total
lack of cell phone reception and
McDonald’s. Our final destination
was Rawhide Outfitters, located
in Salmon, Idaho. The outfitter is a
family run business started by father
John Cranney. His son, Luke, had
guided my son the year before on a

Luke and his team had sent me
some scouting photos of potential
rams that had me giddy for weeks.
It seems there was a story of a huge
old ram that had been sighted when
it and others came down to the
wintering range. Our task was to try
to locate this majestic ram!
Finally, with the excitement that had
been building for the last few weeks,
we were off with a load of horses.
We made the 2.5 hour drive to the
trail head. Walking behind the horse
trailer, I spied what appeared to be
a coin in the gravel. As I bent over
to pick it up I had hopes it might
be a penny, a lucky penny, heads up.
But it was so muddy and scuffed
up I wasn’t sure it was even a coin.
After a quick rub, “holy cow” it was
a penny, and it was heads up. My Dad
and I always joke, that no matter
what, we would never pick up a
penny unless its heads up. My Dad
always says, “it’s better to be lucky

than good”. I had picked up such a
penny before another sheep hunt
and was successful. Could lightning
strike twice? I dropped it in my Kuiu
pant pocket and grabbed a quick
hug from my dad, hunting legend Jim
Craig and wife Leann. Final adjustments to the stirrups and packs on
the horses and we headed onto the
trail head for our 15 mile trip to the
backcountry. From the base of the
drainage it would be all backpacking,
and for sure uphill. After a struggling
first day of hiking in to make a base
camp, the fresh cold mountain water
hit the spot. As I crawled into my
tent that night, my mind was racing,
but found myself at peace with the
stillness of the mountains, and finally
fell asleep to the calming sound of
the nearby stream. As the sun started to rise the next morning, so did
our anticipation of the first visions
of such an amazing ram. The thin air
at the high altitudes had me gasping
for air. Finding a favorable glassing
spot, we got set up and settled in
with high hopes. After an hour or
so, a small group of rams appeared
from a pine thicket above us. They
gradually traveled to burn area and
began grazing. All at once, the high

powered scope was filled with, no
doubt, the king of the mountain. He
posed like a bronze statue, with his
nose high in the air and his chest
up, as he just stood there basking
in the sun light. He then quartered
to us and rolled his massive horns
to the side…Instantly, young Jared
Cranney (13) and myself, who were
both glued to the spotting scopes,
pulled away from the eye piece and
mouthed, “holy smokes, did you see
that”. It was the most majestic pose
and image I’ve ever seen. We were all
relieved to lay our eyes on him. Luke
and his son Jarred had seen the big
ram just one week earlier, but that is
a lot of time for sheep to move. We
had the pleasure of watching these
rams all day long. There was to be no
shot from this vantage unless they
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mountain range up to the highest
point, roughly 10K feet. We left two
spotters on the opposite side while
Luke Cranney, Jordan Budd, and I
went on our 5 hour hike up to our
new glassing point. So much for all
the training, I was exhausted.

would come down the drainage for
a drink; and they did not. However,
if this was to be their pattern we
would set up here the next day for
a shot, as we guessed they could go
to water. As evening approached,
we backed out and headed to camp
eager for the next days sunrise. That
night we all were high on emotions and anticipation of the next
day hunt. Jordan, the camera girl,
and I giggled like adolescents at a
sleep-over, as we swapped hot Peak
Refuel meals. With cautions about
“blowing out” these rams by doing
something stupid in the morning, we
set our alarms for 4:30 AM.
Coffee at 4:45 AM was a caffeine
habit not needed as I was stoked
with adrenalin. Off at 5 AM my pack
seemed heavy, my gun awkward, and
up we all went in the dark. After
climbing several thousand feet to
our glassing spot at the top of the
mountain, we could see the sheep
where we had left them the night
before. More importantly we found
the target ram. However, in typical
sheep fashion they were not going
down the drainage as we hoped for,
they were going up. We watched
well past 10:30 AM and the prospect of them grazing down the burn
within shooting range didn’t look

like it was going to happen. Remembering the caution, “Don’t blow
these sheep out of this drainage…
patience…patience”. We sat down
to regroup and cover all the possible scenarios. Shortly after they
bedded down, we discussed a plan
B. This would require a huge effort
as you could not go up any further
on this rim. I could see us playing
this waiting game for days waiting
for these rams to drop down into
shooting range if they came to water. The wind and weather was good
now and perhaps not so tomorrow.
To stay completely out of sight, we
backed down the mountain range
almost to base camp, crossed in
the bottom, and began the grueling climb up the other side of the

Finally on top, we gathered our
breath and finished off our last few
sips of water. Around 6 PM they all
got up and started to graze on new
grass in a burn, down the drainage
in the direction we had just vacated.
We grabbed our packs and took off
after them. Moving as quickly and
quietly as we could across the rocks,
we ended up directly above them.
Cresting, I could see most all of the
rams within the burn area and they
were finally within range. I dropped
my pack for a rest and lined up my
rifle while Luke ranged the distance
on the big ram. He ranged it 3-4
times with a different number each
time because of limbs, branches, and
logs in the burn area. I set my turret.
The big ram quartered to me after
a 10 minute wait as my heart almost
jumped out of my chest. I had a
volleyball size hole to shoot through
all the tangled limbs and branches.
I was sure I could make the shot.
After carefully squeezing the shot
off, we saw nothing. No hit, no dirt

flying, no nothing…and the big ram
was still standing there. I chambered
another round and changed my
scope to 300 yards. I lined him up
in my crosshairs and WHOP, a solid
hit! He went down a few yards away.
As day light was fading we decided
to go to him and put another round
in him. After putting our best effort
into sneaking down the mountain,
we ended up nearly 35 yards from
the old regal ram where I put a final
round into him. Then, and only then,
did we exhale and begin to celebrate. Because it was such a team
effort, we waited for the two spotters to join us in the jubilation and
picture taking. The sun had set when
they arrived but there was no way
we were leaving this magnificent
animal on the mountain. We field
dressed and caped out this amazing
ram until 2 AM. With packs over
loaded we were all ready to get
back to camp. Missing the preferred
route down in the dark, we took the
scenic tour that went everywhere

but to our tents. Step by step we
slowly made it back with stomachs
growling and backs aching around
5 AM. Starving but so exhausted, I
fixed a freeze dried meal, took two
bites and woke up the next morning
with the spoon and bag in front of
my face. This mountain range and
the nearly 25 hour hunt pushed me
to my physical limit.
The common denominator found
among those who hunt sheep
and goats is the self-proclamation
“what the hell am I doing here”. The
shear humiliation and exhaustion
of attempting seemingly impossible climbs makes the sheep hunter
question their own sanity. Throw in
a helping of mother nature in the
form of brutal winds, rain, snow
and ice and the sheep hunter is
asking themselves “am I an idiot?”
But the prize is so very special and
so rewarding and only the few with
grit and a focused drive can accomplish this successfully. The serenity,

quietness, and magnitude of God’s
great creation of these magnificiant
mountains gives the sheep hunter
an unexplainable “fix” like a common drug addict. The first question
to me after the hunt from legendary
sheep hunter (7 FNAWS), Jimmy
Craig, was “would you do it again?”
My response to him was, “as soon
as I get my clothes washed I will be
ready to go.” There, I admit it, I’m a
sheep hunting nut.
After showing off my prized ram to
as many who mattered, I returned
to the Cranney camp in Salmon to
shower and do some laundry. As I
emptied the washer to throw my
clothes into the dryer….there it
was…I had forgotten about it, but
there it was…my beat up, scratched
up “lucky penny”. I had been feeling
good about myself, thinking perhaps
I’m getting skilled at sheep hunting
and then…no…maybe…well just
maybe I was lucky!
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bellycrawl down into the sagebrush so the buck
wouldn’t see us it was very exciting. We went a little
closer to a tree and waited until the buck stood up.

My Hunt

As we were waiting until the buck stood up, we got
the rifle out and waited. I was getting ready and
held the rifle into my chest and the rifle was held
by sticks. After a while of waiting the buck started to stand up. As the buck stood up, I took a big
breath and started to pull on the trigger. I was very
nervous. When the buck got shot it started walking
slowly and went down. It was very breathtaking.
I was very very nervous when I saw the buck go
down. Bill got Nick and then we crossed a fence
and went down to check on the buck and see if he
was down. The buck was down and then we said a
prayer to the deer. It was a three-point buck. Bill
went down to get his truck and Nick dressed the
deer and I helped. Nick showed me the intestines
and it was gross, and he made me hold the heart.
When we were finishing dressing the deer Bill
brought his truck close to get the buck.
Nick and I took the buck home and hung it up for
a few days. We took it to someone to cut up into
meat and make pepperoni sticks. Yum! We sent the
skull and antlers to be cleaned and it is in my room.

by Marli Jeffress

I

met Bill London when he was working at Idaho
Wild Sheep Foundation show. He asked my sister
and I if we would like to hunt deer. I was very excited when he asked if we would like to hunt. Then
he asked and how old I was? I said nine years old.
Then he asked when I turned 10. I said on October
8. He said the season started on October 10 and I
would be able to hunt. He would try and help me
and my sister if we completed a Hunter Safety class.
We took a hunter safety class and learned a lot
about being a safe hunter. I called Mr. London to say
we both passed the class. I was very excited, and I
wanted to hunt but, my sister did not.

Mr. London said good and he would take me hunting. When I heard that I would get to go hunting
with Bill I was very excited, and I practiced shooting at the shooting range. When we were getting
ready to go hunting with Bill I was very nervous and
happy. Nick my stepdad and I arrived to meet Bill
by the private property where we were going to
hunt. When we drove up to the area, we started
glassing for deer beds. Then we started walking to
find more deer beds and spotted a really big buck,
but the owner did not want us to shoot any of the
big bucks. When we were glassing for more deer,
we spotted a buck under a tree. We started to

I need to thank Bill London for getting me this opportunity to hunt and for all his help!! I will never
forget this opportunity to hunt with Bill. Thank
you to the property owner for this chance to start
hunting.
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Follow us on Twitter
@Americana1985
Follow us on Instagram

americanaexpeditions
Like us on Facebook

Waterfowl Hunting in Alberta Canada
Personally owned and operated by Ameri-Cana Expeditions, we offer some of the most
outstanding waterfowl hunting in North America. Our concession is located at the
meeting point of the Central and Pacific Flyways. Species include: Greater/Lesser Canada’s,
Speckle Bellies, Snow/Ross, Blue Geese, Mallards and Pintail Ducks.
• Dates available in September/October 2020/21.
• Fully guided. Willow blinds.
• Comfortable field hunting over decoys.
• First rate lodge with private bedrooms and bathrooms.
• Daily Limit: 8 Ducks ▪ 8 Grey Geese (Canada & White-fronted)
▪ 50 Snow/Ross Geese.
• Transportation from Edmonton, AB to the Lodge and return included.
• Great group or family hunt. Book 1 - 10 hunters.

(780) 469-0579 ameri-cana.com ameri.cana@shaw.ca

www.southernmountainadventures.com
Wanaka, New Zealand
+64 27 208 9053

WORKING to clear M ycoplasma ovipneumoniae
in the L ower S almon B ighorn S heep P opulation
Hollie Miyasaki, Wildlife Staff Biologist,
Idaho Department of Fish and Game

R

esearch and experiments in captivity and in free
ranging bighorn sheep populations have identified
Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae (Movi) as the primary
pathogen responsible for triggering pneumonia outbreaks
in bighorn sheep. This pathogen is introduced into
bighorn sheep populations via spillover from infected
domestic sheep, domestic goats, wild sheep, or mountain
goats. Upon first exposure, most wild sheep are affected
by respiratory disease and either die or survive and clear
Movi. However, a small number of animals that survive are unable to clear Movi and they become chronic
carriers that maintain infection within the population.
Although we are still learning what may predispose an
individual to becoming a chronic carrier, recently, removing them has been successful in clearing Movi from the
Hells Canyon Population Management Unit (PMU) and
from other free-ranging wild sheep populations in Custer
State Park, South Dakota; the National Bison Range,
Montana; and in the Snowstorm Mountains in Nevada. In
Idaho’s Hells Canyon PMU, as of January 2020, based on
antibody and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests that
find the viral genetic material, no Movi was circulating.
Lamb survival and population size have also generally
increased.
As the Hells Canyon bighorn sheep population increases,
sheep have expanded their range into historic habitat
that has been unoccupied for many decades, including
up the Salmon River below Rice Creek (likely sheep
from Game Management Unit 11). The Salmon River
is a corridor for bighorn sheep movements and natural
recolonization. While it is encouraging to see this expansion, ultimately it poses a high risk of contact occurring
between the PMU’s in the future, which will result in
transmission of Movi back to Hells Canyon.
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The high risk for transmission of Movi back from the
Lower Salmon PMU to Hells Canyon, the ability to test
hypotheses about disease persistence in a population
that is representative of Idaho’s core native bighorn
sheep populations, and the knowledge base from recent
research make the Lower Salmon PMU a very good and
ambitious place to conduct the next round of disease
research and management in bighorn sheep. Ultimately
we want to explain how clearance occurs, either

naturally or assisted by management, to develop the
least invasive, most efficient approach to clear Movi from
free-ranging bighorn sheep populations.
The clearance of Movi from Hells Canyon in Idaho and
Washington and most of Oregon, after almost 25 years
of infection, was remarkable and exciting! It also left us
with some questions that we hope future research and
adaptive management can address. With help from the
Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation we began work to answer
our questions and start our ambitious quest to clear
Movi from the Lower Salmon PMU. Idaho WSF generously purchased radio-collars and provided additional
money to help pay for capture costs. The initial capture
and testing of bighorn sheep in the Lower Salmon PMU
began in November 2020. We are excited about the

possibility to clear Movi from the Lower Salmon while
figuring out the most efficient way to expand Movi
clearance to other bighorn populations in the state.
Idaho WSF has been an important partner in Hells
Canyon, the Lower Salmon project, and other projects
in the state. With Idaho WSF support we will continue
to work towards our goal of having healthy, growing
bighorn sheep populations in Idaho.
IDFG has identified several social groups of bighorn
sheep in the Lower Salmon River PMU defined by
agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis: from west to
east, the Manning rams, the Wind River ewes, the Bull
Creek rams, the Indian Creek ewes, the Blowout Creek
rams and Jersey Creek ewes, and the South Fork rams
and ewes. (Borg 2014).

This summer the Idaho
WSF approved the
purchase of radio
collars and monies
towards capture costs.
The $17,568 of Idaho
WSF funds, (your money) put those collars
into the field. They
are now collecting and
transmitting valuable
data from the lower
Salmon river.

Radio-collared ewe with other bighorn sheep.
November 2020
Photo credit: Frances Cassirer, IDFG

Inset overview of the Salmon River PMU.

Radio-collared ewe just waking up after processing.
November 2020
Photo credit: Frances Cassirer, IDFG

Likewise, in
November 2020
Idaho WSF purchased
12 iridium satellite gps
collars with 2-way
communication and
timer-controlled
drop offs for $22,703.
Those collars have been
used throughout Idaho.

This is Why
idaho wsf raises
Nathan Borg (left) and Clay Hickey (right)
radio-collaring a ewe on the Lower Salmon River.
November 2020, Photo Credit: Mark Carson, IDFG

money

– to put

and keep sheep on
the mountain.

WWW.HAMMEREDINTHEMOUNTAINS.COM

AUTUMN FAHNHOLZ
15 BLACKADAR LANE
SALMON, ID 83467

PHONE:
(814)-221-2408
EMAIL: HAMMEREDINTHEMOUNTAINS@YAHOO.COM

ROKMANGEAR.COM

Northwest Fishing Expeditions
Shane Reynolds • 208-880-2994

email: nwfishingexp@gmail.com
website: www.northwestfishingexp.com

Professional Fishing Guides on the
Snake and Columbia.
Specializing in Salmon,
Steelhead, Sturgeon, and Walleye.

ESPACAZA
SPAIN
Since 1976

GREDOS IBEX

RONDA IBEX

PYRENEAN CHAMOIS

Jose Mallo
jose@espacaza.com
www.espacaza.com
(+34) 91 575 76 29

BECEITE IBEX

SOUTH EAST IBEX

CANTABRIAN CHAMOIS

6 GOATS SPECIES + 2 SHEEP SPECIES
FREE RANGE HUNTING IN SPAIN
FIRTS CLASS OPERATION SINCE 1976

Taxidermy at its finest

Herb Meyr
1938 - 2020

Brush Country Studios, together with Prairie Mountain
Wildlife Studios, specializes in bringing your hunting
trophies to life. Each member of our skilled team of
taxidermists in Cypress, Texas, brings unique talents to each
project. From alterations to natural habitats and to trophy
rooms of all sizes, our team members collaborate to create
one-of-a-kind masterpieces.

Herb was an American Hero, serving our country in the Air Force, flying
F1-11 fighter jets, achieving the rank of Lieutenant Colonel when he retired
in 1984. Herb was also a staunch conservationist. He devoted 30+ years as
member and past president of the Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation, plus was
a Life Member of the Wild Sheep Foundation. Senator Mike Crapo appointed Herb to the board of the
Owyhee Canyon Land Initiative. He also participated in the restoration in the bighorn sheep into Hells
Canyon and the reintroduction of the bighorns to the Jim Sage mountains. Herb left an amazing legacy and
lived life to the fullest.

Dave Putnam
1940 - 2019

Prairie Mountain Wildlife Studio
World Class Trophy Rooms
Chris@prairiemountainwildlife.com
www.prairiemountainwildlife.com
Cell 713.202.8956 | 281.256.0742

Brush Country Studios
Taxidermy at its Finest

16526 Cypress Rosehill Rd, Cypress TX 77429
oﬃce@brushcountrystudios.com
www.brushcountrystudios.com
Cell 713.202.8956 | 281.256.0742

Dave was a passionate conservationist and
sheep hunter. He served as a Board Member of the Idaho Wild Sheep
Foundation for many years. He took his last sheep hunt in Alaska at the
age of 76, accompanying his daughter Erica, on a Dall sheep hunt. Dave
was the lucky winner of the hunt and donated it to Erica. This hunt was
featured in Winter, 2017 Journal, “Under the Midnight Sun, A FatherDaughter Dall Hunt”.

totally ethical outfitter named Russ Jacoby, of Flagstaff,
AZ.
The bison are hunted year-round, and they are very
afraid of being found outside the Park, since they get
shot at all the time. If they so much as hear a truck
engine from half-a-mile away while outside the Park,
they are back across that boundary in a matter of
seconds. This explains why “Spot & Stalk” is virtually
impossible there, and why almost all the bison killed
now are taken from blinds. It also explains why most of
their visits to the salts are nocturnal.
Occasionally, however, they do give in to their craving
for salt, make a mistake, and sneak across the boundary
during daylight hours — especially when it is very hot,
or during the dark-of-the-moon periods. That is what
provides the patient hunter an occasional opportunity.
AZG&F advertises the hunt in their Regs as one of the
toughest hunts in the State — and definitely not for
everyone.

T he Q uarantine H unt
by Dennis Dunn

A

with my recurve bow and a wood arrow, a true “Pumpkinhead” bull bison — one near the end of his life. I
wasn’t sure my 80-year-old spine was going to survive
the endurance marathon, but somehow it managed.

For 66 days, total — in unbroken stints of 35 and then
31 days— I spent the summer self-quarantining in a
Double Bull blind, sitting in an upright chair, for 12 hours
a day. I was grateful to have such a grand escape from
exposure to the coronavirus, but my goal was to harvest,

Over the past dozen years or so, virtually all of the
House Rock bison herd has migrated up onto the
Plateau and into the northern half of the Grand Canyon
National Park — where, of course, they cannot be hunted. Because the herd has grown to over 1200 animals,
by Park Service estimates, both Arizona Game & Fish
(AZG&F) and the Service encourage hunting for them
from blinds over salt — situated in very close proximity
to the northern Park boundary. The various salt locations are stretched out over about 25 miles on an East/
West axis, more or less parallel to the northern Park
boundary. They are all maintained by a wonderful and

s was the case for countless Americans, the summer of 2020 was like none other in my life. In
the spring of 2019, I had been fortunate enough
to obtain An Arizona Commissioners’ bison tag. When
the 365-day season opened that year on August 15th, I
was there on the Kaibab Plateau for the first five days,
but a long-planned Alaska caribou hunt forced me to
head north shortly after my season opened — without
having ever laid eyes on a single bison of any sort. I knew
that in 2020 I would return to Arizona, prepared to give
the hunt my maximum effort.

It was on the 49th day of my 2020 quest that the Lord
finally presented me with a shot opportunity at a true
Goliath of an old bull. He arrived in the midst of a herd
of 25–30 animals, at a time — and under conditions —
that I least expected it: namely, at high noon, and during
a steady rain.
Suddenly, it was sheer bedlam 10–12 yards out in front
of my blind, where the four salt blocks were attracting
far more tongues than could possibly reach them at any
given moment. Clearly the old bull was dominating one
salt, but even though his back was nearly a foot taller
off the ground than any other bull or cow in the bunch,
his head stayed down for many minutes before I was finally able to get a clear view of both horns at the same
time. I didn’t want to attempt a shot at his massive rib
cage until I was certain neither horn was broken or
deformed.
Once I knew for sure he truly was a bull that exceeded
even my fondest dreams, another five minutes passed
before a decent, broadside shot-slot opened up between the other animals constantly in motion. His
vitals were only exposed for perhaps three seconds, but
I was able to send my 800-grain arrow his way just in
time, before the gap again disappeared altogether.
To my absolute horror, however — in the pressure and
excitement of the moment — as I quickly drew my

recurve and released, I forgot I needed to cant the bow
a few inches to the left, in order to avoid any potential
problem with the roof of my blind. The SMACK was so
loud that the entire herd instantly panicked, and in less
than ten seconds every single animal had noisily disappeared back into the forest.
I was stupefied! My arrow-shaft had sailed weakly out
the tent window and struck Goliath high in the back
with the force of a whiffle ball. With 49 days “in the
bank,” so to speak — plus five from the year before —
I suddenly started shaking uncontrollably like an aspen
leaf in a stiff breeze. Never had I felt so disgusted or
so bitterly disappointed with myself. I sat there in the
blind in utter disbelief, unable to stop shivering for
nearly 40 minutes. By the time I got my nerves and
emotions back under control, the rain had turned to
hail, and the ground all around me was almost solid
white. It was to be another 17 days before the Almighty would give me one more opportunity to fill my
tag with a trophy-quality animal.
During my 66-day “quarantine” in the summer of 2020,
I passed up several lesser, Pope & Young bulls — always holding out for one of Boone & Crockett quality.
The bull I ended up taking on August 11th (three days
before my tag was to expire) did not quite make the
B & C Records Book, but it came very close and will
score well up in the P & Y Records. He was, of course,
nothing like “Goliath,” but he quietly appeared from
nowhere just before 5 pm on my day of destiny.
I was dismayed to see him approach the salt block, so
as to end up facing directly at me. For a quarter of an
hour, he gorged himself — never moving any of his four
hooves. I knew I simply had no shot in that situation. I
also realized that, when he finally turned to walk away,
I would have at most a second or two to release the
arrow, while his vitals were briefly in view.
When the moment of truth arrived, my arrow had been
nocked (with fingers on the string) for quite some time.
The broadhead was sticking out the window of the
blind, and as I quickly drew and released, I don’t recall
ever reaching the anchor point under my cheekbone.
Perhaps I did, but I certainly didn’t hold for even a fraction of a second. With God’s guiding hand, my heavy,
Suzanne St. Charles’ fir arrow (tipped with a 225-grain
Tuffhead) busted through a rib, transfixed both lungs,
and completely severed the pulmonary artery in
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between them. As a result, the bull suffered instant,
massive, internal bleeding and died within seconds —
traveling only 18 yards.
The harvest of this bison now puts me within one,
single-species “upgrade” of the first-ever, BAREBOW,
all Pope-&-Young Super Slam. Tom Hoffman, Jack Frost,
Walt Palmer, Randy Liljenquist, and Edwin DeYoung have
recorded all 29 species in the P & Y Records, but no
one has ever done it without using yardage sight-pins
attached to the bow for aiming.
Being now in my ninth decade of life, I realize I’m in a
race with Father Time. Next year — with God’s blessing — I hope to harvest a trophy-quality Alaska Barren
Ground Caribou, to complete my quest. It will be my
eighth hunt for that species.
Russ Jacoby estimated the weight of my bull at around
1800 pounds, and his age at 9 or 10 years. Was the
harvest accomplished with Providential assistance? You
better believe it! And I’ll accept that every time it’s
offered! Now I just need one more such offering.

Nominations for the Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation
Board of Directors are being accepted
The deadline for nominations is February 6, 2021.
Nominations may be mailed to P.O. Box 8224, Boise, 83707
or emailed to info@idahowildsheep.org
Idaho WSF Bylaws state:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Section III
Terms of Office
The President, President-Elect/Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer shall serve terms of two (2) membership years. At the end of two (2) years, the Officer position shall be vacated and elections made for the
succeeding two year period. The President shall not be eligible to serve more than two (2) consecutive
terms. President Elect/Vice President shall become President and a new President Elect/Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer shall be nominated and elected by the Directors.
		
For copies of the bylaws please contact the Idaho WSF office at 345-6171.
I would like to nominate __________________________________________
for the Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation Board of Directors.
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Hunt MO RE with a License Application Strategy!
Our team has been dedicated to getting it right for more than 20
years, something we prove every year by drawing some of the most
coveted and competitive tags in the world.

STATE APPLICATIONS
$50 per state for the first species
$10 per each additional species
in that state

(Please feel free to copy this form and nominate as many people as you would like.
Self-nominations are also encouraged)

Examples:
If you want to apply for Sheep in
three states, your fee is $150.

PLEASE ENCLOSE A BIO OF THE NOMINEE FOR THE BALLOT!!

If you want to apply for Sheep, Mtn
Goat, Elk, Deer, and Antelope in
one state, your fee is $90.

___________________________
Signed 				
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__________________
Date

RAFFLE APPLICATIONS
$10 per drawing regardless of
the amount of tickets purchased

WE VALUE FAMILIES
As an added bonus, we will also
apply your children under 18
for FREE in the states that you’re
applying in as well as offer 50%
off rates for your spouse and your
children over 18.

Huntin’ Fool License Application Service
PO Box 250, Cedar City, UT 84721
435-865-1020 | shandi@huntinfool.com

From
a

Line

by T riston Wa r ne r

E

ver since I was a young boy, I heard my father tell
sheep hunting stories. I never quite understood
the fascination with hunting this one animal, but
I often found myself lost in those stories. From the places
sheep live, to the long adventurous journeys needed to
pursue rams, I knew from a young age that I wanted to
hunt sheep. As the years went by, sheep hunting became
more prevalent in my family. It seemed everybody in my
family loved to hunt sheep. I guess you could say that it
ran in our blood. I am from a line of sheep hunters.
In 2016, I watched my father kill his grand slam ram.
Tears flooded his eyes as he walked up to that ram. I
realized I had witnessed part of his life-long dream. I accompanied him on only that one hunt of his grand slam
quest, and I was lucky to be a part of that final moment.
My sheep fever started and grew rapidly after that day.
Over the last few years, I helped on a several more sheep
hunts, but continued to be unsuccessful at drawing my
own tag. I was wondering when would I get my chance
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to pursue my own ram.
In March of 2019, thanks to Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation banquet, I was able to walk away with the Dall
sheep hunt in the Alaskan Range with Kokanee Guide
Service. I could not believe what had happened. I was
finally starting my sheep journey.
A year and a half flew by, before I knew it, I was on my
way to Alaska. This was a solo adventure and I really
wasn’t sure what was in store, but I was ready. It was
surreal as the plane touched down at the backcountry
lodge, I was in a place that most big game hunters only
dreamed of. I was mesmerized by the scenery. It was unlike anything I had ever seen before; the mountains and
terrain were something every high-country hunter long
for. I met my guide, Justin Dubay. We shared a needed
hard drink and he told stories to ease my nerves. It was
time to begin the hunt.

We were flown into spike camp two days before the
season started. That is a flight I will never forget, up
and down steep canyons with glaciers at the very top.
The terrain and sheer size of the range itself was enough
to make the largest of men feel very small. Tires rumbled their way down the top of a ridge as we landed on
what would be our camp for the next two days. We had
arrived at sheep camp! We saw sheep from camp, but
were weathered in the next day. It was spent in the tent
playing sticks and telling stories.
Opening day, we rose from our sleeping bags and were
greeted with wind, rain and gloomy shades of storms
in the distance. Not ideal weather for an opening day
of sheep season. Regardless, we began working our way
down a ridge where Justin had found a nice ram while
scouting. As we peeked over every ridge and peak, my
heart would race just knowing that we were going to see
a ram.
Anticipation grew as we crested over a final rocky knife
ridge, there we spotted two rams below us at the timber
line. Justin confirmed that we were looking at not only
a legal ram, but a really nice one at that. As I peered at
the ram in the scope, my heart jumped; horns long and
dark. He was bedded on a rock shelf giving me all the
angles that make sheep look good! He was everything I
wanted in my Alaskan range ram.
We worked down the ridge and got in position right
across from the sheep. I peered through the glass for one
last look and knew this was the sheep I wanted to take
home. I had mixed emotions about shooting a ram on
day one but there was no way I could pass this sheep,
even on day one.
I grabbed my 7mm mag Best of the West Arizona rifle,
a special Idaho Wild Sheep Banquet edition. I won this
gun the same night I found out I was going to Alaska. As
I began to settle in on my ram, I felt like it was meant to
be. Justin confirmed the range, and I began to squeeze.
As the gun went off, I could see my bullet hit the sheep.
The ram began to stumble, I held my breath hoping he
would not roll down the ridge towards the cliffs below
him. The ram dropped and shock set in, I could not
believe that I had killed my first ram.
As I made the final steps to my sheep, the raw emotions
began to set in. You could not have beat the smile off of
my face at that moment. When I first picked up my ram
it felt like the beginning of something I could not put

down. I had waited for this moment my whole life. The
packs were heavy and the direction to camp was up,
but it was worth all the pain. As I reached the top of the
ridge we were camped on, I took a moment to take it all
in. I thought about my friends and family back home
and all of the support it took to get me to that point.
Time stood still for a moment; I finally knew what it was
to be a part of that special club of sheep hunters.
The rest of the trip flew by in the blink of an eye. It is a
story that I will be telling for years to come.
I would like to thank my Guide Justin and packer Eli for
their time on the hill. Their hard work, dedication, and
company will always be appreciated.
I would also like to thank my friends and family back
home. Their love and support were carried with me the
whole trip. Most of all I would like to thank my Aunt
and Uncle, Doug and Shelly; their passion, and drive,
and respect, for these animals are what made me want
to make this journey. I want to especially thank my dad,
who always taught me to work hard, pursue my passion
and strive for the goals I want to achieve in life. This
hunt would not have been possible without him. I love
you Dad, thank you inspiring me as a little boy and
helping me achieve this dream as a man. I am proud to
say that I have officially joined a line of sheep hunters in
my family.

2021 IDAHO BIGHORN LOTTERY TAG
GUIDELINES
INSPIRING IMAGERY AND AUTHENTIC STORIES
w w w. mich elleblissph o t o gra phy.co m

Hunting Package Specials!
Now Online at: DavisTent.com

Davis Tent
4635 Jason St.
Denver, CO 80211
1-877-ELK-CAMP

From Our Tank To Yours

We carry
liances!
propane app

No Hazmat Fees · No Fuel Surcharges
Competitive Pricing · Excellent Service
Free Tank Swap Outs & Initial Gas Check!

› The 2021 Lottery Tag shall be valid for use in any open
controlled bighorn hunt, except Unit 11.
› “Tickets” are controlled hunt applications.
› Ticket purchasers and persons named on tickets must be
at least 18 years old and must be eligible to hold a hunting
license in Idaho.
› Tickets are void where the ticket/tag sale is prohibited.
› This tag is non-transferrable.
› This tag (and hunting license, if needed) will only be
issued to an eligible applicant (the person named on the
ticket drawn).
› Drawing will be conducted the last week in July, 2021.
› ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME RULE IS WAIVED for this tag.
› Need not be present to win.
› Additional rules apply.

Ticket prices
1 ticket for $20
6 tickets for $100
14 tickets for $166.75
25 tickets for $250
NO limit to number of tickets purchased per individual.
Deadline to purchase tickets is July 26, 2021.

DavisTent.com

208-634-3833
13872 Hwy. 55
McCall, ID 83638

208-461-4556

2508 2nd Street South
Nampa, ID 83686

Purchase tickets online at
www.idahowildsheep.org
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A S i m p l e A p p l i c a t i on

A nd A

lot

I

have never liked writing and never cared for English
class in school. But after this hunt, in a year when
COVID-19 dictated everything, I believed it deserved
documentation. I could have reverted to my days in college and “cut and pasted” something together. It would
have been easy to do nowadays. The majority of published sheep stories start with repeated statements. For
example, “I drew this tag and hired that outfitter.” It’s getting to the point that I can predict what the storyline will
be. They go on to state, “I showed up in sheep shape,” for
whatever that is worth. Then they wrap up the story with
them killing a ram and giving thanks to whomever. Finally,
they state they are forever a sheep hunter. Cool, good
job, awesome ... but that is not me.
Honestly, I understand hiring a guide for a tag that took
years to draw or the unit has high trophy caliber animals.
But when applying for sheep, I try to apply for possible
units to hunt on my own. Most have “better” draw odds
when compared to other units across the west. This is
where Idaho’s Frank Church Wilderness comes into play
in this adventure. The Frank Church Wilderness (FCW)
units are known for having “good” odds from a statistical standpoint. But it can also be where sheep hunter’s
dreams go to die. It has a sick beauty of its own at almost
2.4 million acres of some of the most unforgiving terrain.
Notorious for making hunters eat their tags, you can find
specific units that will fit your logistical standards. But
make no mistake about it, they will kick your ass, to put it
politely. It just depends on how much you want to suffer
because you are not going to beat it.
So, when I found out I drew my tag, I sent a screenshot
of my results to my friends and family. Most of my hunting buddies called to ask what unit I had drawn. The ones
that “know” gave me an obligatory “congratulations”
after I told them it was in the FCW. “Wow, you are so
lucky or good luck, buddy” was the same half-hearted
reaction I was getting. But from the beginning, two of my
friends, Kurt Stallings and Casey Mekelburg, were all in
and didn’t care that the success rate was low. They were
willing to use their vacation time to help me accomplish
my goal.

of

L u ck

by Ben Van Berkum
Once that dust settled, and the tag showed up in my
mailbox, I gathered as much information as possible.
When I drew the tag, I decided to get a new rifle. Since I
drew an Idaho bighorn sheep tag, I figured why not shoot
him with a rifle made in Idaho? I purchased a Seekins Precision Havak PH2 in 6.5 PRC. Next, my daily routine was
making phone calls and emailing anyone who had hunted
or worked in the unit. I obtained maps and looked at
onX and Google Earth for more hours than I would like
to admit. Like any other hunt, you really don’t know what
to expect until you lay eyes on it yourself. In the middle
of July, Kurt and I loaded up our packs, piled into my
truck, and made the haul from Amarillo, Texas, to Idaho.
We learned a lot in that short 4-day scouting trip and
covered most of the area we wanted to hunt. We discovered the reputation of the FCW was no joke. Words and
pictures will always fall short in giving you an idea of how
vast this wilderness is. When they send your coveted
tag in the mail along with your letter of congratulations,
they also send a return envelope for unpunched tags. In
a cocky move, without hesitation, I tossed it in the trash.
After we got back, I began to second guess that decision.
The hunt was going to rely heavily on optics and patience. Covering as much ground as we could with our
eyes and not kill ourselves physically in the process. As
the hunt drew closer, I came up with a plan to arrive
eight days before the season. I was going to cover as
much country as I could until my buddies showed up.
When it came time for me to leave, California was, unfortunately, getting ravaged by forest fires. When I arrived,
visibility was limited. Fortunately, the visibility had improved slightly the next morning , but not a lot . Nothing had changed since July, except the snow had finally
melted away. Around 2 pm at my fourth glassing position,
I could see the majority of the bottom of the drainage. I
was panning with my tripod-mounted binoculars and got
a sudden surge of adrenaline. In the middle of my glass
was a ram, then another ram, then another! In all, there
were six rams, with two being shooters. I couldn’t believe
it! I immediately grabbed my Garmin inReach to let Kurt
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and Casey know I found rams. I watched the rams all day.
That night I was thinking no way these sheep were going
to hang out in the same area for the next week.

Kurt and I started to dump as much nonessential equipment from our packs as we could. The rams were split
into two groups; Broom and #2 were in separate groups.
I wanted to kill Broom, so we based our approach to
close the distance on his band of rams. Casey had the
two-way radio, and Kurt and I took off from our glassing
location with the other radio. About three hours and
two different shooting locations later, Kurt and I were in
a position to take a shot. During the decent, Casey gave
us updates on the sheep. The two groups had clustered
up together by now. They had bedded up for the day and
wouldn’t move far from there for the rest of the afternoon. I handed Kurt my tripod at the second shooting
position, and he attached his binoculars to them.

It was like the movie “Ground Hog Day” for the next
week. I would repeat the same process each day: wake
up, hike in, sit down, glass sheep till dark, hike out. But it
was way more fun than it sounds. I watched them but t
heads, and a few seconds later, finally heard the echo roll
through the drainage. I determined the pecking order
and watched them show their dominance among themselves. They would bed in the craziest places and rest
their horns on the ground when they would bed for the
day. So, after five days, I had a pretty good idea of what
their daily routine was. In that drainage, I saw anywhere
from five to ten rams a day. Sometimes they would be all
balled up or in little bachelor groups. As I mentioned earlier, there were two shooters in the group. The biggest or
what I thought was the biggest was “Broom,” and “#2”
got his name because I thought he was the second largest in the group. These two never seemed too far from
each other during the day. When Kurt and Casey showed
up, we still had two more days until the season opener . I
was always worried these rams would vanish before the
season started. But the rams stuck to their routine and
did not change locations. The only thing different was
there were now three sets of eyes watching them.

I set up my rifle’s bipod and flattened out behind it. We
settled in for what we figured would be a long wait. Kurt
and I waited on the sheep to decide what they wanted
to do. Watching from above, Casey kept tabs on what
Broom and #2 were doing and their location. Casey also
had to fend off relentless ground squirrels who were
rooting around in his pack and stealing his snacks.

For me, the days were starting to drag by. Kurt and
Casey were already expecting us to roll thunder on the
opener. But I was not so optimistic. I just figured something uncontrollable was going to happen and bump
those rams. Typically, public land drama always seems to
show up whe re I am hunting. But it didn’t, and opening morning came without a hitch. About an hour after
sunrise Casey said, “I got them.” Instantly my heart rate
bumped up, and I knew we were one step closer to our
goal.

Rams started to spill out everywhere when Kurt barked,
“there he is, do you see him?” I kind of panicked and said,
“no”! Kurt replied, “he is more to your right,” as he was
glassing over my shoulder. I lowered my scope power
from 18x to 12x, swung my rifle to the right, and located
Broom. He was approximately 360 yards away, standing
broadside facing downhill. By this time, I had already dialed my dope on the elevation turret on my scope. I told
Kurt I got him, and in a desperate attempt to calm and
slow me down, he shouted, “is your dope good?” I said,
“yup,” Kurt calmly answered with, “okay, spotter ready.”

During this time, a small ridge hid the sheep from Kurt
and me. Surprisingly, we only laid there 45 - 60 minutes before the sheep decided, one by one, to drop
down and feed near the bottom. During the downtime,
I ranged different yardages for different locations the
rams would offer shot. Casey then stated that Broom
was up and slowly working his way down, tailing #2.
Things started to happen fast. I had loaded one round
in the chamber and topped off the magazine giving four
rounds total in the rifle. I also staged my ammo pouch
holding ten extra rounds in case things got western.
Eventually, most of the rams made it to the bottom.
Broom was dragging back in the rear like he always did,
never offering an opportunity for a clear shot.

I wanted to soak in this moment, but I had been watching this sheep for a week, and it was time to get my
hands on him. So, after I heard Kurt say he was ready,
I squeezed off a shot a split second later. For the next
few seconds, there was confusion. The shot felt perfect,
but I swore I heard Kurt say, “high.” Rattled, I quickly ran
the bolt, shucked another round in the chamber. Trying
to find Broom, I was wondering what just happened. In
a panic, I yelled, “it was high?” and I heard, “no, it was
good!” At about the same time, I found Broom, his
legs were going out, and he began to roll. I got up from
behind the gun and watched him roll until he stopped.
Rams were scattering everywhere, and I turned to Kurt
and just smiled. I could hear Casey excitedly screaming
in Kurt’s earbud from the two-way radio.
We had just crushed an awesome ram in the FCW, and
it was an incredible feeling. I didn’t cry, scream, yell, or
jump up and down. I just walked over, fist-bumped Kurt,
and heard “congratulations” from Casey over the radio.
We gathered our stuff, dropped down, and went back
up to reach Broom. He stopped rolling thanks the tree
he was wrapped around. We took a ton of pictures once
Casey made it to Broom’s final resting place. We broke
him down and divided the meat. Along with my share
of the meat, I loaded up the head and cape on my pack.
Finally, we shouldered our packs, synched our waist
belts, and completed the slow climb back to the top.
Eventually, we made it back to camp around 10:30 pm. It
was a long day, and we were toast. I drank one celebratory beer and called it a night. We all took ibuprofen and
crawled into bed. We woke up to snow falling and strong
winds blowing. With no organization, we stuffed our
trucks with gear and headed to Salmon, ID.

A little sore and stiff-legged, we stumbled into the Idaho
Fish and Game regional office to check in my ram.
They aged him at 8.5 years and plugged his right horn.
I signed the big game mortality report, got my copy, and
we were finished. Regretfully, it seemed that it was over
before it started. We loaded up and drove south, back to
Texas.
I really don’t consider myself a sheep hunter now. I am
just a fortunate individual who experienced a rare sheep
hunt. In a year out of control, as is 2020, I felt lucky to
kill such an animal. Statistically and financially, I can’t
complete a slam. But I can dream and drop more money
than I would like to admit on more applications and raffles; because this is how I achieved this dream, a simple
application and a lot of luck.

Scotland.
Experience a hunt steeped in tradition.
Join us at South Ayrshire Stalking and hunt with the
UK’s pro stalker of the year 2019 & 2020.
Proud supporters of the IDWSF.

Ayrstalk.co.uk

South_Ayrshire_Stalking

SouthAyrshireStalking

HOBBLE CREEK WOODS
Wade L. Hanks

801.318.3506

Specializing in top quality custom pedestals

The next morning, we glassed the rams no further than 200 yards
from where we left them the night before. We planned to traverse the face of the mountain and get to a shootable distance. A
cold front was blowing in and it was starting to snow at our elevation of 10,000’. We moved on with our plan through the snow
and low visibility to where we thought the rams should be, but
they were not there! We took refuge from the wind and snow in
a small island of trees on this rocky face of the mountain to wait
out the weather. The band of rams never emerged.
A few days passed and we spent countless hours behind our glass
trying to find those rams again. I finally found them late in a rocky
avalanche chute one evening where I last saw them in a rocky
avalanche chute. I watched them until I could not discern sheep
from rocks and went back to camp to relay the news. The excitement of another pursuit jolted us with the motivation we desperately needed after not finding rams for days.
At first light, the face of the mountain was void of life. After an
hour of waiting I heard a “clank” in the distance. I motioned to
my friend Donnie and asked if he heard it. Within five minutes, all
ten rams presented themselves from the sparse trees, including
the two mature rams I was after.

C o y o t e C a ck l e A l e r t
by Mike Slegers

I

was working at home, per my state’s COVID19 stayat-home order, when I received the news I had been
“successful” in drawing a bighorn sheep tag! The year
2020 had already been a year to remember and it was
not even halfway over! I probably stared at my email for
an hour, reading it several times over. My excitement was
high, but I also felt a bit overwhelmed with the task of
filling a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. For me to do this
hunt self-guided, I knew I was going to have to give it everything I had, both in the field and off. I had no previous
sheep hunting experience, and knew I was going to learn
a lot in the coming months.
I spent a few months researching, conditioning, and
e-scouting. Then, it was time to put some boots on
the ground and start filling my optics with some rams
during the scouting season. I invested in the “do the
hunt, before the hunt” strategy, but still, I had no idea
how difficult the task of finding rams was truly going
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to be. Through five scouting trips, I had only glassed
rams on one trip. Rams seemed to be scarce in my hunt
unit. Even though my scout trips did not turn up lots of
rams, I knew they were still productive. I put trust in my
research conversations with key individuals, who reminded me that just because I did not turn up rams in this
timbered unit did not mean that they were not there.
The day before the season opened, my hunting buddies,
Daniel, Donnie, and I backpacked to the ridge where I
had seen the most rams in my preseason scouting. On
the evening of day one we spotted a band of ten rams
move out of timber and into a treeless avalanche chute.
Two of the rams were mature and worth tagging. Unfortunately, they were a couple of miles away and there was
not enough legal daylight in the day to get into a shootable position. We glassed them till dark and put them to
bed.

I connected the dots; the “clank” was likely the two mature
rams butting heads in the distance. I ranged them at just over 1k
yards, however they were working their way closer to us. Just as
they were getting to a more comfortable shooting distance, they
became obscured by the terrain. The rams stayed hidden for an
hour before they became visible again. Now they were feeding
and working their way back into the sparse trees and away from
me. If they made it to the trees, I would not have a play on them.
I set up for a shot with my long-range rifle. I aimed at the largest ram and squeezed the trigger… miss! The shot grazed over
his back and drifted left from the wind on the other side of the
drainage. All the rams scrambled and huddled together under a
tree. I found them again in my rifle scope, got stable, adjusted for
wind and distance, and fired another shot. Miss! Over his back
again. The rams all formed a single file line and trotted off into the
timber.
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I sat there in disbelief. Was this going to be my sheep
hunt story? Was this THE opportunity of harvesting a
mature ram? Knowing the rams had left the country, we
returned to camp. The rest of my first nine days of the
hunt were spent trying to locate this band of rams, but
had no success. We packed up camp and went our separate ways, just in time for wildfire smoke to fill the skies.
Weeks went by and as I sat out during my hunt. I kept
tabs on my hunt units’ weather from 350 miles away. The
air was filled with smoke and the visibility was low as I
waited. All this time off from hunting gave me some time
to ponder my next strategy and review all the intel I had
gathered from my research.
I made plans to hunt the final nine days of the hunt
season. During my 6.5-hour drive to my unit, I mentally
prepared myself for the reality of eating the tag. I was
at peace with it. I knew that regardless what happened,
I had a satisfying experience – but it would be so much
sweeter if I harvested.
I met my buddy Donnie at base camp. The air was filled
with wildfire smoke when I arrived. It was just an obstacle I was going to have to overcome. We formed a
glassing strategy that always kept the sun to our backs.
My brother-in-law arrived early the next morning. As we
split in different directions to glass the sheep country.
I reached a vantage point in the adjacent hunt unit by
dawn. The smoke was limiting my long-distance glassing,
but it was getting better as the sun’s rays got stronger.

on the ridgeline. I set up my rifle in a prone position
while Donnie continued to look through the spotter. We
were 575 yards away, with a small drainage between us
and the rams. The biggest ram was perched on a rock
shelf, above the others, and he was worth tagging. All I
could see was his head, though. We watched the bedded
rams for three hours. They occasionally would get up
to stretch and turn around, but my ram never got up. I
waited for my best shot opportunity.

Within minutes I spot five sheep - all rams - on a treeless
ridge that is nearly three miles from my position. I tried
to size them all up from that distance, but it’s difficult
with the smoke. I could tell one’s body was bigger than
the others and its horns are easier to see. I had a feeling
those rams were part of the same band of rams I saw
on my first hunt. I rushed down to the nearest road to
round up my sheep hunting squad.

I had to take several breaks off the gun to stretch and
hydrate. During one of my breaks I hear a coyote cackling below us, in the opposite direction of the rams. I did
not think much of it. Donnie firmly whispered to me,
“They’re up! They’re up! Get on the gun”. I threw myself
to the ground and slid into position. All the rams had
stood up and were alert, looking for the coyote. This was
my chance. My shooting rest was stable. Scope elevation
turret was dialed to my yardage and … I squeezed off
the trigger. “Smoked him”, Donnie said.

By mid-morning we had our gear prepared and a plan
of attack. The rams were located near the skyline of a
ridge, but there was a lot of country along the ridge
above them. Donnie and I decided to hike up the opposite drainage and get above the rams, then work our way
along the ridgeline toward the rams to get a better look.
We kept off the skyline as to not expose our position on
our way.
We found four of the rams bedded against some rocks

That coyote was the good fortune I needed! On my traverse to my ram, a wave of emotion hit me. My wife and
three young children had been praying for me during the
23 days that I was absent from their lives pursuing this
dream hunt. Making them proud will forever be memorable. I laid my hands on the beautiful ram I harvested.
It was an unmatched feeling of complete closure to an
incredible adventure.
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in-house authorities allow us to accommodate rush scenarios and same day bid
deliveries, so that you don’t miss out on any opportunities!
INSURANCE MANAGEMENT- Accounts are serviced by both your agent, as well as an
account manager with the expectation of same day turnaround on all the various
certificates and requests that are specific to construction. Other services included are
contract review, loss control assistance, internal claims management/review, help with
audit review/discrepancies, etc.

andrewelam@postins.com

Email: trompettersfonteinsafaris@gmail.com

10% off all maintenance and
repairs for Idaho Wild Sheep
Foundation members.
Naylor’s Auto Repair
7451 W. Lemhi St.
Boise, Idaho 83709
208-343-0732
www.naylorsautorepairidaho.com

Website: trompettersfontein.com

Performance Drywall Inc, established in 1996, is a fast paced family owned drywall
company. We specialize in complete drywall service, framing, ACT ceiling, and GYP
Crete. We are always striving to keep our customers happy by putting in quality work
and upholding great customer service! We pride our selves in being the largest
residential/multifamily drywall contractor in Idaho! Our team here at Performance
Drywall Inc is what keeps our company on top, we value each employee and the hard
work and long days they put forth. We can be reached at our office in Nampa, where
our friendly staff will be happy to help you!
16160 N Elder St. Nampa, ID 83687
208-468-9603
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y son Taaffe extended a
hand down to help me
up the last little bit of
the canyon I had just labored up.
He then conveyed the news that
Toad Jafek wanted us to cross
back across the big valley we had
crossed earlier and meet him
a mile or so on the other side.
Taaffe had been waiting for me
to catch up and explained that
Toad had spotted a side canyon
and had a “hunch” that we should
back track and go check it out.
Toad was already on his way, and
would meet us at a small mountain he had pointed out to Taaffe.
Our original objective on opening
morning of the 2020 Idaho sheep
season was a high overlook above
Big Jacks Creek. However, five
miles into our hike, the hunch on
my guide’s part found us making a
detour to the side canyon. Little
did I know at the time the hunch
would cumulate several months
of planning and scouting. Funny
thing how hunches work sometimes.

Striking
California
GOLD
in Idaho
by Tony Caligiu ri

Like most sheep hunts, this one
had started out with looking over
harvest reports and drawing odds
and trying to decide between a
California bighorn unit with a two
percent chance of drawing or a
Rocky bighorn unit with less than
one percent. Kind of like choosing
between a five-number lottery or
a six-number lottery, but a point
is a point, what the heck. Taking
into consideration the different
unit drawing odds, plus horn
length and past success rates,
I put in for Unit 41-2, better
known as Big Jacks and hoped for
the best, figuring I would just be
adding another “not successful”
notice to my ever-growing sheep
application e-file.

Sheep conservation and sheep hunting have been long
term passions of mine and I have been blessed to hunt
them on many different occasions over the years. More
importantly, I get to spend most of my spare time working on sheep related conservation projects in volunteer
roles as a director with the Wild Sheep Foundation, and
as Vice President of Conservation for the Boone and
Crockett Club. And like thousands of sheep hunting
enthusiasts across North America, I have almost as much
fun applying for sheep tags as actually hunting, so when
a tag pops out once every 20 years or so it is time for a
celebration. On May 15th Idaho Fish and Game sent out
their email notices. I did not get around to reading mine
notice until late in the day, and then it took a while to
sink in. At that point I realized I was in over my head, as
Big Jacks is a wilderness area with limited road access.
I was going to need some help. A call to my friend, Jim
Warner, President of the Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation,
quickly fixed that problem. “War Eagle Outfitters” Jim
said without hesitation. “Toad Jafek, his dad Ken and his
brother Dan, really know that country and you’ll have the
added benefit of KC Ramsey coming along, he can get to
places in there that no one else can”.
War Eagle Outfitters was started by Ken Jafek in 1982,
and is one the oldest outfitting operations in Idaho. It is
a family affair with Ken, his wife Dolly and sons Dennis,
better known as “Toad”, and Dan all contributing to the
success of the longtime business. After talking to Toad
and making arrangements to hunt the first week of the
season, I knew I was in good hands. Toad, KC, and Jason
Myers scouted the unit several times through the summer. Toad kept me updated on what they were finding.
The last week in June, Toad had found an older ram that
carried his weight really well but then he disappeared for
a month.

My son Taaffe, who is an accomplished hard-core hunter,
and always up for an adventure, had agreed to accompany me, and would prove to be a tremendous help on the
hunt. We had planned to arrive in time to help with some
pre-scouting. During our drive, Toad, Dan and Ken were
finishing setting up their camp just outside the wilderness
area on some private land where they had secured permission. While we were driving out Toad called and said
he had located the big ram again and things were looking
up. He directed us to meet his dad, Ken, at his house near
Malta, and follow him on a shortcut to camp. Ken could
easily play the starring role in any Hollywood western
movie, passing for Sam Elliot’s brother. In fact, he couldn’t
remember the last time he was without this trademark
moustache. “Maybe when I was in the service” he chuckled “and that was well over 60 years ago!” He is a gifted
storyteller and it was truly enjoyable to hear his chronicles of everything from grizzly hunting in the Yukon, to
catching a jaguar in Mexico for a research project. Lion
hunting and hounds are his first love. Ken and his dogs
have put hundreds up a tree, including his personal best
of 46 cats treed in a single year for an Idaho Fish and
Game research project. He guided his first sheep hunt
many years ago, literally in his backyard on the mountain
behind his house. He is a lion man first and foremost, but
sheep run a close second. I was to find out that spending
time with Ken was a bigger joy for me than the actual
hunt.

In late July, Toad, KC and KC’s son Carson, hiked into the
canyon, KC and Carson went upstream and Toad downstream. KC located the big ram, along with seven other
rams, and managed to get some video footage of them
through his spotting scope. Just as he did earlier in the
summer, the big ram again dropped out of sight. Subsequent scouting trips showed no sign of either him, or his
merry band of buddies. Smoke from the fires in California, and an unusually hot summer made for even tougher
scouting conditions. However, sheep hunters are eternal
optimists and our spirits were high when my son Taaffe
and I left Iowa on the long drive to, planning to arrive in
Idaho five days before the season was to open.
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I also learned that there is a good dose of race car
driver in his genetic make-up, as Taaffe was trying to
keep up with him on the way to camp. He commented
several times “If I get a ticket, you and Ken are paying for
it!” Pulling off the road and into camp, we were greeted
by the sight of wall tents with twin beds, a large cook fly
and the sound of a generator powering a freezer and a
refrigerator. Besides providing the obvious comforts, the
freezer was a necessity as we would need frozen water
bottles for the hikes in the 90 degree plus heat. I was
also insurance for keeping the cape from slipping if we
were successful. The top shelve condition and comfort
of the camp was the first indication of how professional
the War Eagle crew proved to be. Also, it was a reflection of all the work that Toad had put into scouting and
pre-planning the hunt. A little while later, Toad, Dan, and
KC came in from different directions. Toad broke the
news that an electrical storm the day before had split the
rams into smaller groups and they again disappeared into
the vastness of the big canyon.
We glassed and looked for two days without luck.
Opening day found us going after another band of rams
that KC and Dan had located. They were too far away to
know exactly what size they were, but we were certain the big ram was not with them, as he had been in a
completely different area before the electrical storm. We
loaded up with water, optics, food and minimal gear for
an overnight stay, if necessary. We left camp early, trying
to beat the heat and rattlesnakes on the seven-mile hike
to the rim of the main canyon. I had hunted sheep for 30
years but never in canyon country, so the idea of glassing
down to find sheep was going to be a new experience.

Normally, this would not have been bad as sheep terrain
goes, but the temperatures made it a bit of a challenge,
and required all of us to pack plenty of frozen bottles of
water. As the privilege of being the oldest, my pack was
the lightest, and I was extremely thankful for having a
son and a guide who are both mountain goat tough, and
conditioned to the heat. I pared down to only what I
knew I would need but made sure to pack plenty of high
protein snacks and the ever-important water. My rifle,
a light weight Bansner .300 Win Mag, was a veteran of
seven prior sheep hunts and as reliable as a rifle can get.
The first few miles were relatively easy going and it was
enjoyable to experience a different kind of sheep habitat,
not quite desert sheep country but not Rocky Mountain
bighorn country either. The early morning air was cool
and pleasant, but as the sun rose higher in the cloudless
sky, the terrain got a little more challenging and the water started going down at a faster pace.
After crossing a long sweeping valley and gaining 500 feet
or so of altitude up the other side, Toad had glassed the
smaller side canyon that had, so far, been hidden from
view. This is the canyon he had gotten the hunch a ram
might think would be a pretty good place to go after
an electrical storm. A couple of hours and several small
canyon crossings later found us close to the end of our
detour.
Toad and Taaffe were the first up to the edge of the
canyon; I lagged behind by a few yards. I had no sooner
slipped out of my pack and rifle when Toad and Taaffe
begin an exchange of animated looks and hand gestures
while sliding backwards as fast as they could. We had
somehow managed to walk within 500 yards of a band
of five rams resting in the shade of the canyon rim. The
big ram was with them. A blind hunch on Toad’s part
to check out the side canyon had put us at third base,
but the slide home was about to get difficult. We back
crawled the rest of the way off the rim without the
sheep seeing us and whispered a quick plan to maneuver
to a rock outcropping about 300 yards above the ledge
where the rams were bedded.
Toad thought that the biggest ram was somewhere in
the center of the group. He also thought as soon as we
got to the edge, the rams would spook and start moving out since we would be out of cover when the rams
came back into view. In most sheep hunting situations,
you have plenty of time to set up for your shot and get
a solid rest, but that was not to be the case on this hunt.
We eased out over the edge and Toad whispered “that’s
him, that’s our big ram, second from the front” and Taaffe

whispered the range at 280 yards, but from where I was,
I had absolutely no way to get into my rifle for anything
but an off-hand shot. Sliding a pack to the edge for a rest
was out of the question as it would have put us in full
view of the already spooky sheep.

nity to age a ram to determine the oldest in a band. We
knew we had been successful, as the other rams stood
on the canyon rim above us, giving us a second chance
to confirm our original decision.

There were some higher rocks to my right where I
could get somewhat of a rest, so I eased up leaned
out, steading my rifle on the rock. The rams were now
walking in a line at 330 yards, stopping now and again to
look back at the commotion. I shot and hit the ram. He
walked another 100 yards and laid down on a ledge. It
was a well-placed shot, through both lungs, he was not
going anywhere. But I have a personal rule, unless a game
animal is completely lifeless, it gets a follow up shot. I
shot a second time, and again it passed through both
lungs. Unfortunately, it also caused him to topple off the
ledge straight down a half mile, into the bottom of the
canyon.

We aged him at eight and half years old, took some
quick pictures and begin the task of boning, caping and
packing up head, horns, hide and meat. The heat was
oppressive! Taaffe and Toad went straight back up the
canyon wall, each with at least 100 pounds in their packs;
I lagged behind them. I was pretty proud of both my son
and my guide as that is a hard job on level ground, much
less straight up a half mile of canyon wall in 95-degree
heat. Drinking as much water as we could at the top, and
watching the afternoon sun give away to the coolness of
evening, we started the long trek back to the truck to
cumulate a 12-mile day. I don’t ever remember finishing
a sheep hunt in the daylight and this one was no exception.

A little bit of elation disappeared on the faces of Toad
and Taaffe, as they realized they would soon be packing
out the lion’s share of the horns, cape and meat, straight
up a half mile of steep canyon wall. We hiked down
to the ram and admired his battle-scarred horns, the
overlay worn completely off. The heavy based ram would
eventually net out a few eighths shy of 170 inches after
drying, making it one of the better California bighorns
taken in Idaho this season. For me, killing a ram is a huge
meld of emotions that only other hunters can understand. The accomplishment is diminished by taking an animal off the mountain that we work so hard to put there
in the first place. But sheep hunting is also an important
part of sheep conservation. Something else about sheep
hunting that has always appealed to me is the opportu-

Checking the ram in at the Jerome regional office gave
me the chance to meet Idaho Fish and Game biologists Jake Powell and Sierra Robatcek. I learned a little
more about the sheep in units 41-1 and 41-2. California
bighorn sheep historically ranged from southern British
Columbia, down through Washington, Oregon and into
Northern California. It is generally accepted that as late
as 1920 they were also found as far east as northern
Nevada and southwestern Idaho and the department
determined in the early 1960’s that they would be the
best suited of the two subspecies for transplant in the
Owyhee Desert. “Besides the fact that we believed this
was historically California bighorn range, California
bighorns are the lower elevation sheep of the two subspecies and they are more adaptable to arid conditions

The War Eagle Crew
Toad Jafek, Ken Jafek, KC Ramsey, Dan Jafek

since they rut earlier and the lambs are born when the
ewes have maximum opportunity for the best spring
forage” explained Powell.
The reintroduction came to fruition when 12 California
bighorn sheep from British Columbia were released
into Little Jacks Creek in the fall of 1967. The Little
Jacks herd continued to grow to the point where the
first hunting season was held in 1975. Even though the
Little Jacks herd expanded in size and range, it did not
colonize a Big Jacks herd as hoped. Another transplant,
again using sheep obtained from British Columbia, was
successfully carried out in Big Jacks in 1988. Ironically,
today, individual sheep from both herds are known to
cross between the two units. The total population of
the Big Jacks and Little Jacks herds is about 300 total
animals.
Hunters potentially thinking about applying for these
units should realize that while the units do have some
more readily accessible areas, much of the better sheep
habitat is way back from the road and water is non-existent in much of the hunting area. In my case I could not
have done this hunt without a guide. I can’t say enough
good things about Toad Jafek and War Eagle.

There are some other interesting twists, turns and
coincidences to this hunt. Like many sheep hunters, my
passion for sheep and sheep hunting started as a kid in
the flat lands of the middle west reading Jack O’Connor.
O’Connor was an Idaho resident and I serve on the
board of directors for the Jack O’Connor Center in
Lewiston. Jack’s son Bradford, a noted sheep hunter in
his own right, wrote an article about the first hunt for
California bighorns in the state of Washington, which
were also translocated British Columbia sheep and is
quite knowledgeable about the early relocation efforts
of California bighorns. My hunting partner, good friend
and fellow O’Connor board member, Blair Hansen is
a former commanding officer of Mountain Home AFB,
where he flew many “missions” down Big Jacks Canyon
in his F-15 looking for sheep. And though I have hunted sheep in five different decades and taken multiple
Stones, Dall’s, Deserts and Fannin’s, I had never completed a Grand Slam. I actually never thought much about
it and did not even realize it until Toad reminded me.
How ironic that it happened above a creek named Jack.
Hopefully old Cactus Jack was watching down and got a
good chuckle out of that.

HORSEBACK

FISHING

FLOAT TRIPS

HIKING/BACKPACKING

HUNTING

WWW.WHITECLOUDOUTFITTERS.COM
FULLY GUIDED HUNTS

- ANTELOPE - MOUNTAIN LION / WOLF
- BLACK BEAR - MOUNTAIN GOAT / MOOSE
- ELK / DEER - BIGHORN SHEEP
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- FACEBOOK
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- YOUTUBE

HUNTER
Paying for the majority of wildlife
conservation since 1937
-Pittman-Robertson Act

Hoodies

Hats

‘The DUKE’
Sheep Sickness Mugs

The new Idaho State Record
Mammoth brand mugs
with Idaho WSF logo
on the front and the
‘Sheep Sickness’ quote
engraved on the back
of each mug.

There is no halfway. After his first
exposure, a man is either a sheep
hunter or he isn’t. He either falls under
the spell of sheep hunting and sheep
country or he won’t be caught dead on
another sheep mountain.
-Jack O’Connor

Logo shirts

Stainless Logo, Life Member Logo
And Centennial Member Logo Mugs

Nalgene Water Bottles

Stickers

HOODIES / MUGS/ WATERBOTTLES / SHIRTS / HATS / STICKERS
Mugs

Idaho upland game hunting at its best
Located south of Twin Falls. Private Hunting Preserver with over 2,800 acres

Offering a 3 Night, 2 Day Hunting Package for 2!
*Daily limit: 10 birds per person *additional birds can be purchased at $30/bird
Contact Outfitter for all other inquires. We customize every trip for the best experience
Hunt Package Value: $3,700.00

Hunt morning & afternoon with a professional guide and our on-point bird dogs. Our shooting preserve offers
a variety of land terrain from farm land, groomed crops, ditch banks, & natural sage brush. The variety of land
gives hunters opportunities to experience a different range of hunting each time they go out.

Indulge in all the amenities our first-class 5 bedroom lodge has to
offer! Full course meals served around the clock, appetizers and
drinks prior to an evening of fine dining.
*Stay connected with 4G WiFi and cell service coverage.
* shoot a round of skeet or play a game of Shuffleboard.

Share the day’s experience as you spend your evenings
gathered around the bar, outdoor fire pit, or under the
gazebo with your beverage of choice!
Hoby & Tasha Gartner 208-421-1668 * 208-421-0067
deadlineoutfitters@hotmail.com
permit#707-20-000029

PROVEN
HANDCRAFTED

Batteries & more for your tools & toys

CRISPIUS. COM

Car & Truck

Batteries tested, sold and installed* by the experts.
You’ll be back on the road in no time.
No appointment needed.

Buy Online, Pick Up in Store

Business Accounts Available

Boise

Nampa

2090 S. Cole Road
208-672-1274

16174 Merchant Way
208-938-4550

Free Battery Testing
batteriesplus.com
Duracell is a registered trademark of Duracell US Operations, Inc., used
under license. All rights reserved. All registered trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. *Install with purchase of a car or
light truck battery, on most vehicles, at participating locations.

Wolf Huntin
Adventures
Wolf Huntin Adventures is
located in Northern Alberta,
Canada.

If Wolf hunting is on your
bucket list look no further!
Come hunt with Alberta’s best
guides in the business!

We offer:
Wolf Hunts Dec- March
Spring Bear – May, June
Archery Whitetail- Sept
Fall Black Bear- Sept- Oct
Rut Moose- Sept- Oct
Late Season Moose- November

Byron and Cathy Wolf
www.wolfhuntinadventure.com

403-844-0859
Follow Us on Facebook @

https://m.facebook.com/wolfhuntinadventures/

Wolf Huntin Adventures specializes in winter wolf hunts but
offers a variety of other big game animals and adventures!

Allen Malaise
Wildlife in Bronze
(208) 890-7524

Salon Serendipity

Teton Bird Dogs

Follow

us on

Facebook

and updates on the

Architectural Woodworking/
Travis Jessop
Mike Beamish
Wes Curry
Mary Knox Dodge
John Greer
Bill London
Brad & Gail Morlock

Doug & Shelly Sayer
CDA Paving & Concrete Specialties
Hampton Inn
Aaron Seehawer
Roger Warrick
Shawn Wood
Jim & Shaina Warner

and I nstagram for the latest news

36th A nnual Banquet

and

Fundraiser.

The Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation is accepting donations
for the 2021 Banquet and Fundraiser.
The Idaho WSF is a 501c3 non-profit
and donations are tax deductible.
Contact the office at 208-345-6171
or email info@idahowildsheep.org
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Member Articles
Pictures
Wild Game Recipes

Submit to:
info@idahowildsheep.org

Protecting, Preserving and Promoting Trapping

IDAHO TRAPPERS ASSOCIATION
Membership & Subscription Form
o New Member o Renewal
o Regular Membership...............$25.00
o Family Membership .................$30.00
o Junior Membership
(18 years and under) ............................$10.00
o Life Membership
Please call for options ..... (208)870-3217
You can add the Trapper’s Post and/or
Trapper & Predator Caller magazine(s)
to any membership option:
$13.00 for one or $25.00 for both

o Trapper’s Post ................................ $13.00
o Trapper & Predator Caller .... $13.00
o Both ........................................................ $25.00
TOTAL PAYMENT: __________

BRANDON ARMSTRONG
605.644.8000 | cell: 435.313.0948 | bRANDON.ROLLINGBONES@GMAIL.COM

rollingbones.com

only $150/year

Date _________________________________
Name ________________________________
Address _______________________________
City _________________________________
State ___________________ Zip __________
Phone ________________________________
Email ________________________________

Send check or money
order payable to:
ITA, PO Box 256
Fairfield, ID 83327

You can also pay for your
membership online using a credit or
debit card with PayPal at

idahotrappersassociation.com

BIG GAME
HUNTING
Some of the Best

in North America

NOW BOOKING

Stone Sheep, Moose, Goat,
Caribou, Elk, Wolf, Black Bear,
Lynx, Wolverine & Combo Hunts

Craig & Alana Kiselbach

Call Now: 1-250-442-8195 | www.terminusmountain.com | BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA

Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation
P.O. Box 8224
Boise, Idaho 83707

